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2008 - 2018

10 seasons.
25 sessions.

1Million euro in support for Great Causes.

JubilEE GREETiNGs

beginning to Now

WDO gave its inaugural concert at the Philharmo-
nie berlin in 2008. Previously recruiting ads had 
been placed in medical journals and other media. 
now over 1,200 physicians from 50 nations perform 
worldwide three charity concert sessions per year.

WDO Driving Force and Mission

Driving force of WDO is that neither national bor-
ders, nor political or economic interests should limit 
access to adequate health care.
WDO wants to raise global awareness that health 
care is a basic human right and a precondition for 
human development.

www.world-doctors-orchestra.org 
www.wdousa.org
www.facebook.com/world.doctors.orchestra
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ExECuTivE suMMaRY

As has been true since its inaugural concert 
in 2008, the World Doctors Orchestra (WDO) 

combines the pleasure of performing great mu-
sic with supporting charities. three times a year, 
physicians from around the world exchange their 
white coats for evening dress and give benefit 
concerts in support of charities that address the 
healthcare needs of the underprivileged.

this Orchestra report presents the efforts of 
the WDO and its two daughter organizations, 
World Doctors Orchestra usA and Friends of 
World Doctors Orchestra. in it, you are invited 
to explore the organization’s great artistic and 
philanthropic efforts over 10 years and most re-
cently in bangkok, romania, san Francisco, Mu-
nich/salzburg, lugano/Como, and barcelona/
Girona and to meet the charities that benefited 
from WDO’s efforts. We also are pleased to pre-
sent WDO’s financial picture for the 2016 fiscal 
year, including an overview of our development 
plans, plans that necessarily include you. With 

25 concert sessions WDO has raised around 1 
million euro for medical aid organizations. in 
addition, the participating musicians have indi-
rectly contributed another 2.5 million euro by 
bearing their personal travel and accommodati-
on expenses. 

And for those of you who are curious about 
WDO’s future, we will provide a preview of the 
upcoming sessions in Dubai, hamburg/berlin, 
Poland, israel, Paris/reims, houston, and Portu-
gal.

On behalf of the over 1,200 physicians from 50 
nations who form WDO, we thank you for your 
support of this worthwhile organization. We 
hope that you enjoy reading about our achieve-
ments as much as we did making them happen.

sincerely,
the leadership team of the World Doctors Or-
chestra

Passion for Music unites with Global Medical Responsibility
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Dear Musicians and Friends of the World Doc-
tors Orchestra:

Congratulations to WDO for its 10th anniversary 
in 2018, congratulations to you for making WDO 
happen! When we founded the orchestra nobo-
dy expected such success with respect to global 
outreach, excellent music, and substantial charity 
support. you have made dreams come true.

the 25th session with concerts in hamburg and 
berlin in June 2018 takes place almost exactly 10 
years after the inaugural concert in 2008. the 
program will start with ligeti Atmospheres, then 
as special birthday gift boieldieu harp Concerto 
featuring world renowned Xavier de Maistre, and 
conclude with Wagner (arr. Maazel) ring without 
Words. Other sessions in 2018 include debut ap-
pearances in Dubai and in Poland. in addition, the-
re is a joint concert in collaboration with the nih 
orchestra.

Congratulations to you all - because of your ge-
nerous contributions of time, talent, and resour-
ces, WDO has become an important force for po-
sitive change. your continued support is critical to 
WDO’s ability to support international healthcare 
charities and serve the communities that need us.

in this Orchestra report we will reflect on our ex-
citing projects and offer a glimpse into what we 
have planned for the future as we move forward. 
the concert s from the inaugural session in 2008 
until the 25th session are listed in the Concert his-
tory below. Within only 10 years WDO has grown 
to over 1,200 musicians from 50 countries world-
wide. the combination of fine music, global me-
dical responsibility, and the commitment of our 
sponsors has been the basis for successfully esta-
blishing and developing the leading international 
doctors’ orchestra, both in terms of the quality 
of the concerts and our ability to support notable 
medical aid projects. WDO is proud to serve as a 
global medical ambassador.

to accomplish its charitable mission through its 
concerts, WDO requires substantial managerial 
and financial support. to address WDO’s infra-
structure requirements and as the basis for con-
cert planning and fostering its mission, it regular-
ly utilizes professional management services and 
includes three related organizations:

• WDO e.V. – led by Dr. Stefan Willich and Dr. 
Anne berghöfer, is the master organization which 
manages orchestra operations and determines, 
together with local organizers of concerts, the 
music programs and charities which WDO will  
support.

• WDO Inc. – led by Sheyna Burt who is President 
of this subsidiary organization which focuses on 
fundraising and development in north America.

• Friends of WDO – President Dr. Richard Feyrer 
heads this subsidiary organization dedicated to 
seeking private support from around the world to 
benefit WDO.

Future concert sessions plans include israel, Paris 
and reims, houston, Portugal, london, new york 
and buffalo, bonn and Dortmund, Australia, Flo-
rence, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Orlando, Costa 
rica, and boston. We hope that you share our ex-
citement for what is to come. in addition to atten-
ding these events, you and your relatives, friends, 
and colleagues are encouraged to become mem-
bers of Friends of WDO or contributors to WDO 
e.v. or WDO inc.

We sincerely appreciate your support in develo-
ping the family of WDO organizations, organizing 
sessions, and securing funding as presented in 
this report. And we are very grateful for your de-
dication, excellent musicianship, and friendship – 
resulting in the support of important international 
healthcare charities.

yours,

stefan Willich

FOuNDER aND CONDuCTOR
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WORlD DOCTORs ORChEsTRa MaNaGEMENT

the efforts of the WDO are overseen by its 
Musical Director and the boards of Directors 

and trustees. the orchestra’s main management 
tasks include the coordination and organization 
of the charitable concert projects together with 
local organizers, process control, public relations 
activities, marketing measures, design and gra-
phic work for brochures, ads, and CD/DvD pro-
duction, website updates, ticketing, distribution 
of sheet music, correspondence with the WDO 
participants, as well as tour management on site. 

this administrative work in berlin is in the hands of 
the financial director Dr. Anne berghöfer and the 
orchestra manager laura schorcht who joined the 
WDO office in January 2018. laura schorcht has 
a bachelor's degree of ethnology and a Master's 
degree of Culture Management and gained her 
experience in many cultural organizations dealing 
with art, conferences, and music. 

steering, maintaining and enlarging a ship like 
this, with its up to now more than 1,200 passen-
gers, brings immense satisfaction along with chal-
lenges. that it should be possible at all is owed 
to many supporting hands. We would like to ex-
press our sincere thanks to all who supported the 
WDO ship over the years – be it materially or in 
other ways. Above all to the local organizers who 
take on major responsibility: in 2016 and 2017 
linda Cheng from Mahidol university College of 
Music who organized the great thailand session, 
Florin Amzica who initiated a wonderful romania 
session, thomas Dasilva who organized a breath 
taking san Fancisco session, Katharina emmerich, 
Carmen Meissner, Margit Wiessner, Konrad scheu-
erer, and rupert Jaeger who organized the suc-
cessful Munich/salzburg concerts, romano Mauri 
who brought the orchestra for the first time to 
switzerland (lugano) and italy (Como), and santia-
go rosales who initiated the wonderful session in 
barcelona/Girona.

this is the place to cordially thank boris Janowski, 
who managed the WDO office from February 2017 
until the end of Januar 2018. he - besides orga-
nising the three sessions in 2017 – substantially 
developed standard processes in contracting and 
coordinating partners and overseeing the commu-
nication. With this he facilitated the parallel opera-
tion of up to 15 sessions which are all at different 
stages of preparation. in addition, when coaching 
the orchestra on stage, he was the stabilizing ele-
ment.  

in addition we would like to thank all of our spon-
sors and donors, in particular b. braun Melsun-
gen AG and sonic healthcare; all volunteers for 
workshops, recordings, and coordination on site, 
to Priv.-Doz. Dr. Martin schlaud, the orchestra’s 
audio master; to Prof. Dr. richard Feyrer, hen-
rik traulsen and Kerstin Kreis in the board of the 
Friends of the WDO; and to sheyna nicole burt 
from WDO inc.

With our best wishes and sincere thanks for the 
dedication and support given to the WDO in the 
past, present, and future. 

laura schorcht
Orchestra Manager

Anne berghöfer
Financial Director
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 … and Many More!

i suspect that i am not alone in ending renditions 
of the “happy birthday” song by yelling “AnD 

MAny MOre!” enthusiastic, if out of tune, when i 
belt that out, it is a way of expressing hope that 
the birthday boy or girl will have many more years 
of life filled with happiness and success. 

Perhaps you can hear me now on this, the occa-
sion of World Doctors Orchestra’s tenth birth-
day, yelling from our north American office “AnD 
MAny MOre!” to each of WDO’s musicians, staff 
members, corporate supporters, and friends.

it is my sincerest wish that WDO, in all of its ite-
rations all around the world, have “many more” – 
many more healthcare charities supported, many 

more sick and injured people finding reason for 
hope, many more dollars raised, many more in-
ternational friendships formed, many more notes 
passionately played. We have accomplished much 
in ten years at WDO, and i can only imagine what 
we will achieve with many more.

WDO, usA, will continue to work to realize its mis-
sion of using the international language of music 
to remove barriers to access to healthcare. the 
summer of 2018 will feature two collaborative 
projects in the united states. in July, members of 
WDO will participate in a side-by-side concert in 
new york with buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra to 
benefit the Oishei Children’s hospital healing Arts 
Fund. in August, WDO and nih Philharmonia will 
join forces to present concerts at Gaylord resort 
and Convention Center at national harbor in Mary-
land and in schlesinger hall in Alexandria, virginia 
to benefit the charities of the national institutes of 
health. in addition, we are in the planning stages 
of a future collaboration with the texas Medical 
Center Orchestra in houston, texas. WDO, usA, 
remains committed to using your time and treasu-
re to make a real difference in the lives of people 
who are hurting.

As you read this, i hope that you will consider 
being part of the “many more” by contributing to 
WDO, usA’s Annual Fund, participating in the col-
laborative events scheduled for the summer, and 
encouraging your spheres of influence to join our 
cause. We’ve spent a decade healing the world 
through music; here’s too many more.

Musically yours,
sheyna burt, President
WDO, usA

WORlD DOCTORs ORChEsTRa usa

5
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it is an honour and a pleasure as a foun-
ding member of the World Doctors Or-

chestra participating in its first concert in 
2008, organizing its 2nd session in 2009 
in Cleveland, Ohio united states at the 
famous severance hall of the Cleveland 
Orchestra, a member of the internatio-
nal Committee of WDO, and representing 
World Doctors Orchestra usA as its Past 
President, to congratulate stefan Willich, 
founder and conductor, and all of the 
WDO members from over 50 countries on 
its 10th anniversary and remarkable 25th 
session upcoming in hamburg and berlin. 

i approached the first concert with some 
trepidation as to what WDO would be like 
coming all the way from the states for a 
concert with a group of doctors that had 
never played together before. but once the 
rehearsal for the beethoven violin Concer-
to and the Dvorak new World symphony 
began, i realized that WDO was going to 
be something special. under stefan’s lea-
dership, WDO would value the achieve-
ment of the highest musical standards, 
foster friendships for a life time through 
the universal language of music, and most 
importantly support the health and well-
being of our world community through the 
charitable funds raised. these ideals were 
most realized personally for me with the 
performance of beethoven’s ninth sym-
phony collaborating with the berlin Phil-
harmonic Chorus and world renowned so-
loists in berlin in the 5th session in 2010. 

the level of performance has been increa-
singly elevated as best exemplified by the 
remarkable 21st session in Munich and 
salzburg in 2017 in which Maazel’s ring 
without Words of Wagner’s ring Cycle mu-
sic was performed; now to be repeated by 
popular demand in the hamburg/berlin 
session in 2018. 

long live the World Doctors Orchestra and 
many more years of great music and sup-
port of world health! 

Jonathan lass MD
Charles i thomas Professor
Case Western reserve university 
Department of Ophthalmology and 
visual sciences
Cleveland, Ohio, united states

WORlD DOCTORs ORChEsTRa iNTERNaTiONal COMMiTEE
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We are fascinated by the idea of 
medical doctors from all around 

the world coming together to play and 
share their love to music and simul-
taneously taking social responsibility 
for people in need. enthusiasm und 
musical professio-
nalism of the mu-
sicians help gene-
rating money for 
social projects in 
many places over 
the world. During 
the last ten years 
the impact of the 
World Doctors Or-
chestra has grown 
enormously and it 
is voice is recog-
nized worldwide.

thanks to the con-
tributions of the 
Friends of World 
Doctors Orchestra 
e.v. the orchest-
ra could be sup-
ported with about 
10,000 € in 2017 
and more than 
30,000 € since the 
foundation of the 
Friends in 2012. 
the additional sup-
port enormously 
helps to facilitate 
the organisation 
of currently three 
concert sessions per year.

the Friends of World Doctors Orchestra 
e.v. were founded by Prof. Karl berg-
mann, violinist of the WDO since the 
very beginning, who rapidly increased 
the number of members by his untiring 
effort and enthusiasm. in 2016 Prof. ri-
chard Feyrer was elected president of 
the friends, he as well being a devoted 

musician and trumpet player in the or-
chestra since many years. together with 
the board members Dr. henrik traulsen 
(violin) and Kerstin Kreis (French horn) 
he aims at evolving the Friends to a so-
lid economic basis to the orchestra. 

everyone can be-
come a “Friend”, 
no need to play 
an instrument, 
no need to be 
doctor. you sim-
ply love the idea 
and want to stay 
in touch with the 
orchestra and its 
exciting sessions 
all over the world.

As a member of 
the Friends you 
enjoy various ad-
vantages. you 
are privileged to 
get discounted 
tickets (50% off) 
for the concerts 
of the World Doc-
tors Orchestra 
and you receive 
a CD with an au-
dio recording of 
every concert as 
a wonderful me-
mory. you are in-
vited to visit the 

musicians back stage, exclusively meet 
the conductor and participate in spe-
cial events of the musicians. take your 
chance to support the orchestra and its 
unique beneficial work with your annu-
al membership fee of a minimum of 50 
euro per year. 

richard Feyrer
President of Friends of WDO

"Oftentimes 
we do not un-
derstand the 

mother tongue 
of our chair 

neighbor, but 
music does 
not need a 
translator – 

its message is 
universal!"

Karl e. bergmann,
founding president 

of the Friends

FRiENDs OF WORlD DOCTORs ORChEsTRa

happy birthday World Doctors Orchestra!
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FRiENDs OF WORlD DOCTORs ORChEsTRa
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PasT aND PREsENCE

in 10 years the WDO has given 57 concerts, 
including 12 for patients and healthcare staff 

at hospital facilities, performing 72 works by 
46 composers including 14 contemporary, fea-
turing 38 soloists and 11 choirs.
the orchestra members have been coached by 
members of the berlin Philharmonic, Deutsche 
Oper berlin, bavarian state Opera, Armenian 

Philharmonic Orchestra, baltimore symphony 
Orchestra, Cleveland Orchestra, Orchestra della 
svizzera italiana, nhK Orchestra in Japan, and  
other orchestras.

Germany: 
berlin (Philharmonie)

2012

usa: 
Cleveland (severance hall)

Germany: 
berlin (Philharmonie)

armenia: 
yerevan (Khachaturian hall)

Germany: 
berlin (Konzerthaus)

Taiwan: 
taipei (national Concert hall)

south africa:
Cape town (baxter Centre)
elandsdoorn (the Miracle)
Johannesburg (linder Aud.)

Germany: 
berlin (Philharmonie)
essen (Philharmonie)

usa: 
Washington DC (beth. strath-
more hall)

China: 
beijing (national Grand the-
ater)

China: 
shanghai (Oriental Arts the-
ater)

austria: 
vienna (stephansdom)

Germany: 
bonn (beethovenhalle)
berlin (Philharmonie)

2008 2010

2009 2011 2013
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Germany: 
Munich (herkulessaal)

austria: 
salzburg (Mozarteum)

switzerland: 
lugano (lAC)

italy: 
Como (teatro sociale)

spain: 
barcelona (l’Auditori)
Girona (l’Auditori)

Japan: 
iwaki-City (Alios hall)
tokyo (Metropolitan theater)

Chile: 
valparaíso (university santa Maria)
santiago (teatro las Condes)

Germany: 
Munich (WDO brass) 

austria: 
innsbruck (hofburg)

Thailand:
bangkok (Prince Mahidol hall)

Romania: 
Clui-napoca (university Col-
lege)

brasov (black Church)
bucharest (Athenaeum)

usa: 
san Francisco 
(Conservatory hall)

Germany: 
Dresden (Kreuzkirche)
berlin (Konzerthaus)

usa: 
seattle (benaroya hall)

Canada: 
vancouver (Chan Centre) 

barbados: 
bridgetown (Collymore hall)

2014

2015 2017

2016

PasT aND PREsENCE

united arab Emirates: 
Dubai (Opera)

Germany: 
berlin (Philharmonie)
hamburg (elbphilharmonie)

Poland: 
Warsaw (Filharmonia narado-
wa)
Krákow (iCe Kraków)

2018
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FuTuRE PROJECTs

september 2019
lisbon and Porto, Portugal
Program includes Anton 
bruckner
symphony no. 4 
local Organizer: bernado 
neves

February 3 - 7, 2019
Jerusalem and tel Aviv, israel
Concerts: 
February 6, 2019, sherover, Jerusa-
lem Centre for the Performing Arts 
February 7, 2019, Mann Auditorium, 
bronfmann hall tel Aviv
Program includes Antonin Dvorak 
symphony no. 8
World Doctors Orchestra
stefan Willich, conductor
local Organzier: ronald strauss

August, 2019
houston, tX, usA
in cooperation texas Medical 
Center Orchestra tMCO
Program includes richard 
strauss Alpine symphony
local Organizer: thomas 
Dasilva

June 4 - 8, 2019
Paris and reims, France
Concerts:
June 7, 2019, Festival les Flâneries Musicales de 
reims, basilique saint-remi de reims
June 8, 2019, Philharmonie de Paris
Program: 
Gustav Mahler, symphony no. 3
World Doctors Orchestra
stefan Willich, conductor 
Delphine haidan, mezzo-soprano
Choir nicolas de Grigny, director Jean-Marie Puissant
local organizer: Didier Gallinet with Adela Farcas, 
Monika eisermann, etienne brain and hans lorenzo 

27th Concert Session

28th Concert Session

29th Concert Session

30th Concert Session
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FuTuRE PROJECTs

Future session plans in 2020 and beyond include 
concert sessions in london (united Kingdom), 

new york/buffalo (usA), bonn/Dortmund (Germa-
ny), Australia, Florence (italy), Copenhagen (Den-
mark), Amsterdam (netherlands), Orlando (usA), 
Costa rica, and boston (usA).  
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ChaRiTY hisTORY

up to now WDO has raised around 1 million euro with 25 concert sessions for medical aid orga-
nizations. in addition, the participating musicians have indirectly contributed about 2.5 million 

euro by bearing their personal travel and accommodation expenses.

AeCC - Catalunya contra el càncer (2017 barcelona/Girona) 
Ambulanzboot für bolenge, Kirchenkreis Dortmund (2012 berlin/essen)
behandlungszentrum für Folteropfer berlin (2009 berlin, 2010 berlin)
british Columbia Children’s hospital Foundation (2015 vancouver)
Centre intégré de recherches biocliniques d’Abidjan (CirbA), ivory Coast (2010 berlin)
Corporación de Adelanto Amigos de Panguipulli (2014 Chile)
Dentists for Africa e.v. (2013 bonn/berlin, 2015 Dresden/berlin)
Fondazione bambini Cardiopatici (2017 lugano/Como)
Fondazione ticino Cuore (2017 lugano/Como)
Förderkreis für krebskranke Kinder und Jugendliche bonn e.v. (2013 bonn/berlin)
Formosa Cancer Foundation (2010 taiwan)
Fundació Oncolliga Girona (2017 barcelona/Girona)
Gesellschaft der Freunde des Dt. herzzentrums berlin (2013 bonn/berlin)
Grup Àgata, Associació Catalana de Dones Afectades de Càncer de Mama (2017 barcelona)
hanebergstiftung für Obdachlosenarbeit (2017 Munich/salzburg)
hilfswerk indien Dr. elisabeth vomstein (2008 berlin)
hope Kapstadt (2015 Dresden/berlin)
hugo tempelman stiftung (2008 berlin, 2009 berlin, 2010 berlin, 2012 south Africa, 2012 berlin/essen)
institut für Krebsforschung Wien/ institut für Kinderkrebsforschung Wien (2013 vienna)
Kodomo Gakki Project (2014 Japan)
l’institut d'investigació biomèdica de Girona (idibGi) (2017 barcelona/Girona)
l’unitat de recerca en Medicina Oncològica Molecular i translacional de iDibAPs (2017 barcelona/Girona)
Medica Mondiale e.v. (2012 berlin/essen)
national network of telemedicine for epilepsy (2016 romania)
Paediatric Amenities Fund of the Queen elizabeth hospital barbados (2015 barbados)
Papageno, mobiles Kinderhospiz in salzburg (2017 Munich/salzburg)
Prkutyun, Centre of Disabled Children and young People in yerevan (2010 Armenia)
Projekt lichtklang (2017 Munich/salzburg)
refugio (2014 München/innsbruck)
refugio de Cristo de valparaíso (2014 Chile)
seattle time Funds for the needy (2015 seattle)
shriners hospital For Children (2016 Philadelphia/ new york)
stephansdom (2013 vienna)
stiftung Michael (2015 Dresden/berlin)
the Free Medical Clinic of Greater Cleveland (2009 Cleveland)
the George Mark Children's house  (2016 san Francisco)
the inclusive Play Project (rotary) (2015 barbados)
tsunami victims iwaki City (2014 Japan)
Whitman Walker health, Washington, DC, usA (2011 Washington)
youth Orchestra barbados (2015 barbados)
Zwi Perez Chajez-schule, Wien (2013 vienna)

suPPORTED ChaRiTiEs FROM ThE bEGiNNiNG TO 2017
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ChaRiTY hisTORY
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WDO all OvER ThE WORlD

the World Doctors Orchestra currently consists 
of 1,211 musicians from the domain of me-

dicine: 588 women (about 49%), and 623 men 
(about 51%) from about 50 countries. they are 
all medical professionals and, at the same time, 
are enthusiastic and active musicians, 324 (27%) 
of them have a professional musical background. 
About 100 musicians participate in each concert, 
depending on the availability of the members and 
the instruments needed for each concert.
because there are so many participants, all im-
portant instruments are represented. remarkab-
ly, many of the musicians are proficient in two or 

more instruments. Also, many had professional 
music training and experience; the others are ex-
cellent amateur musicians who engage in regular 
musical activity or play in professional orchestras 
in their free time, whereas others play regularly in 
amateur orchestras and chamber music ensemb-
les.
A great variety of medical specialties is represen-
ted. internists, pediatricians and general practiti-
oners take the lead, and there is a wide variety of 
specialization in diagnostic and therapeutic areas, 
as well as in pharmacology and research.
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Country of origin Musicians
Germany 372
usA 259
united Kingdom 98
switzerland 66
Australia 65
Japan 48
taiwan 29
Canada 28
italy 26
spain 23
China (incl. hong Kong) 20
sweden 18
ireland 17
south Africa 16
Poland 15
France 13
netherlands 10
romania 11
Austria 12
thailand 13
norway 14
Armenia 15

brazil 16
new Zealand 7
Denmark 5
Portugal 5
Costa rica 4
Greece 4
Finland 3
hungary 3
israel 3
slovenia 3
south Korea 3
belgium 2
estonia 2
india 2
indonesia 2
Malaysia 2
Malta 2
Mexico 2
russia 2
barbados, Chile, Croatia, 
iceland, iran, Kazakh-
stan, lithuania, namibia, 
bulgaria, Dominican 
republic, egypt

1 each

WDO all OvER ThE WORlD
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WDO all OvER ThE WORlD

Medical specialization Musicians
internal medicine
   of these specialized in
 - cardiology
 - gastroenterology
 - hematology
 - nephrology
 - endocrinology
 - oncology
 - rheumatology
 - infectiology
 - intensive care
 - allergology

200

25
17
14
12
10
9
7
6
4
2

General medicine/ 
  family medicine

127

surgery
   of these specialized in
 - plastic surgery
 - orthopaedic surgery
 - neurosurgery
 - cardiac surgery
 - pediatric surgery
 - oral surgery
 - vascular surgery
 - thoracic surgery

81

13
7
5
6
1
2
3
1

Pediatrics and adolescent 
medicine

   of these specialized in
 - neuropediatrics
 - neonatology

80

5
2

Anesthesia 69
Psychiatry, psychosomatics, 
psychotherapy, psychology

58

Ophthalmology 51
neurology 45
Dentistry 44
radiology/nuclear medicine 31

Gynecology 29
Dermatology 24
emergency medicine 24
Orthopedics and sports medicine 22

Pathology 21
Public health / social medicine /
rehabilitation medicine/ occu-
pational medicine

19

Otolaryngology 9
Pharmacology/toxicology 9
Podiatry 5
Geriartic medicine 5
Microbiology 5
Complementary and alternative 
  medicine (CAM)

5

Clinical genetics 4
urology 4
Orthodontics 4
Music therapy, speech-language 
  therapy, nurse

3

Physiology 2
immunology 2
biology 2
Clinical chemistry 2
Forensic medicine 2
Medicine it 2
Physical medicine 2
Physiotherapy 1
Anthropology 1
basic research 1
biochemistry 1
hiv research 1
Medical physics 1
Molecular medicine 1
Palliative medicine 1
Physical chemistry 1
travel medicine 1
Other science 1
Medical students 10
non-medical profession 27
Profession not provided 55
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instrument Musicians
violin 455
cello 152
viola 109
flute 100
clarinet 64
trumpet 54
double bass 44
French horn 45
trombone 33
oboe 31
bassoon 29
percussion 26
piano 24
tuba 11
singer 11
harp 7
saxophone 7
guitar 3
composer 1
hapsichord 1
keyboard 1
mandolin 1
organ 1
sitar 1

WDO all OvER ThE WORlD
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18th CONCERT sEssiON baNGkOk 2016

CONCERTs

February 26, 2016, siriraj hospital, bangkok, thailand
February 27, 2016, Prince Mahidol hall, bangkok, thailand

PROGRaM

hM King bhumibol Adulyadej (*1927): Phra Maha Mongkon
ludwig van beethoven (1770-1827): Piano Concerto no. 3 
in C minor, op. 37 
Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849): nocturne in C sharp minor, 
op. post
Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849: etudes op. 25 no. 1
nikolai rimsky-Korsakov (1844-1908): scheherazade,
op. 35

World Doctors Orchestra
stefan Willich, conductor 
Poom Prommachart, piano
Kim Chang, violin 

ORChEsTRa PaRTiCiPaNTs

violin
Kim Chang, Da’an District, taipei City, taiwan r.O.C., con-
certmaster
eckhard brinkmann, Cloppenburg, Germany, principal 2nd 
violin
Joel Ang, Washington, DC, usA
ruth Ayling, Plymouth, united Kingdom
Julia M. becker, Garbsen, Germany
sheyna n. burt, Woodbridge, vA, usA
li-Wei Chao, Philadelphia, PA, usA
ing-sh Chiu, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
indre Chmieliauskaite, vilnius, lithuania
Michelle Dubb, houghton, Johannesburg, south Africa
Carolyn Dyson, edinburgh, scotland, united Kingdom
Aref elseweifi, Kleinmachnow, Germany
Katharina emmerich, rosenheim, Germany
Adela s. Farcas, Athis-Mons, France
henrike hörmann, Düsseldorf, Germany
Kenji ishii, tokyo, Japan
rafael Jimenez, rochester, Mn, usA
ronald Jontof-hutter, Donvale, viC, Australia
Keiji Kanamori, tokyo, Japan
Ching-hong Kao, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
ina Kruck, berlin, Germany
sebastian Kruck, berlin, Germany
Gerhard Kruck, ludwigsburg, Germany
helmut Küster, Göttingen, Germany
Mahakit leardcheewanan, bangkok, thailand
Aviga nimitsup, bangkok, thailand
louisa nitsch, bonn, Germany
sarah Papp, ilvesheim, Germany
ronald strauss, Cleveland heights, Oh, usA

viola
romanie ruggier, richmond, surrey, united Kingdom, 
principal
Ching-Feng Cheng, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
Olga heijtmajer, hA enschede, netherlands
brian hughes, Paddington, nsW, Australia
surachon lerdlop, bangkok, thailand
hans roll, tuttlingen, Germany
Patricia W. samson, invernessshire, scotland, united 
Kingdom

Johannes stelzer, Oberhausen, Germany
Margit Wiessner-straßer, Gauting, Germany

violoncello
normann Willich, Münster, Germany, principal
Dieter brossmann, lübeck, Germany
shelley Cross, rochester, Mn, usA
heidi Grossenbacher-villiger, ringgenberg, switzerland
Jen-Feng liang, taoyuan, taiwan r.O.C.
Jennifer Miles, Mandeville, lA, usA
Kevin r. Miller, san Francisco, CA, usA
Patrick roignot, talant, France
therese underwood, leura, nsW, Australia
elfriede Wittschier, brühl, Germany

Double bass
Arisa Asano, tokyo, Japan, principal
Caron Jander, Freshwater nsW, Australia
Moya Molloy, longueville, sydney, Australia
Watcharapong supattarachaiyawong, bangkok, thailand 
yi he Xiao, bangkok, thailand

Flute
Wibke voigt, Dortmund, Germany
Mischa braun, berlin, Germany
evelyn Kuong, Pokfulam, sAr hong Kong China

Oboe
Allen t. bishop, rochester, Mn, usA 
barry Grimaldi, london, united Kingdom

Clarinet
David Frank, seattle, WA, usA
Cornelia schaub, Köln, Germany

bassoon
Friedrich J. Albrecht, Grand island, usA
David r. brunner, Zürich, switzerland

French horn
Fabian Murillo Gomez, Alto Piracicaba, são Paulo, brazil
hsueh-Jen huang, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
James smith, Manly nsW, Australia
heinz Zimmermann, thun, switzerland

Trumpet
lorenz birnbacher, München, Germany
richard Feyrer, herzogenaurach, Germany

Trombone
Konrad scheuerer, München, Germany
Anton Dorn, Aachen, Germany
Christine hofmann-niebler, neuenmarkt, Germany

Tuba
heinz nutt, linkenheim-hochstetten, Germany

harp
nawid salimi, Cologne, Germany

Timpani
björn Allef, Friedberg, Germany

Percussion
thayarat sopolpong, bangkok, thailand 
Anusorn Prabnongbua, bangkok, thailand 
Kraisit suwanlao, bangkok, thailand
nawapat Chatdamrongmongkol, bangkok, thailand
Kantapong rakbankerd, bangkok, thailand

lOCal ORGaNiZER

College of Music at Mahidol university, bangkok
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kiM ChaNG, violin 

Dr. Kim Chang graduated from 
the taipei Medical school De-

partment of Dentistry, and is an 
Attending Dentist at the taipei 
Jen-Ai hospital. Kim Chang was 
first taught to play violin by Pro-
fessor lin tong-Che, and began 
studying under Professor yang 
tsu-hsien while an elementary 
school pupil. throughout the last 
30 years of professional career 
as a dentist, Kim Chang never 
ceased to pursue his passion in 
music. 

Kim Chang started entering into 
violin competitions since an ear-
ly age, and has received first 
place awards in All-taiwan violin 
Competitions and taipei’s Muni-
cipal violin Competition several 
times. he was the second Place 
Winner in the 1972 All taiwan 
Music Competition, and was the 
First Place Winner of the same 
competition in 1976 and 1985. 
in 1979, he was awarded the first 
place awards in both the string 
quartet and the piano trio cate-
gories of the All taiwan Chamber 
Music Competition. 

in addition to the awards won, he 
was invited many times to per-
form in concerts featuring con-
certos as well as chamber mu-
sic pieces. he has worked with 
many orchestras, including the 
Physicians Chamber Orchestra of 
taiwan, the national taiwan uni-
versity symphony Orchestra, the 
taipei Civic symphony Orchestra, 
the eurasia Chamber Orchestra 
taipei, the Physicians Chamber 
Orchestra of hong Kong, the Ma-
cau youth symphony Orchestra, 
the World Doctors Orchestra, the 
taipei youth Philharmonic sym-
phony Orchestra, and so on. his 
repertoire spans a wide range of 
musical compositions, covering 
classical music, modern music, 
as well as musical compositions 
by current taiwanese composers. 
Kim Chang is a lifetime member 
and Concert Master of the World 
Doctors Orchestra. 
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Poom Prommachart, the first shi-
geru Kawai Artist in thailand, was 

born in bangkok and regarded as 
one of the most accomplished thai 
pianist today. his performances are 
highly considered for their lyrical in-
tensity and virtuosity. Poom gradua-
ted from the royal College of Music 
(rCM), london where he earned the 
prestigious international Artist Dip-
loma in 2014 and a Master’s Degree 
in Performance (Distinction) in 2013, 
which received an exceptional high 
distinction for both solo piano and 
chamber music. he was awarded the 
most prestigious tagore Gold Medal 
for his outstanding career and great 
contribution to rCM, which was 
presented to him by hrh Prince of 
Wales on May 2014. he also recei-
ved his bachelor of Music (honours) 
with hopkinson Gold Medal and the 
sarah Mundlak Memorial Prize for Pi-
ano from the rCM for the best fourth 
year Graduation recital in 2011. 
Other important awards at rCM have 
included the John Chisell schumann 
Award (2009) and 1st prize in rCM 
Concerto Concerto Competition 
where he performed Prokofiev‘s Pia-
no Concerto no.2 in G minor, op.16 
with rCM symphony Orchestra con-
ducted by Phillip ellis (2011). 
 
Poom has recently recorded a debut 
solo CD for Champs hill records being launched in April 2015. he has performed in many world-famous 
concert halls throughout europe, Asia and Australia and also worked with many leading Orchestras. At 
his very young age of 25, his repertoires have included over 30 concertos. he has already developed an 
international reputation as an outstanding performer of rare expressive depth, and has been acclaimed 
by critics who called him “a young Ashkenazy” from seen and heard uK Concert review in 2010. 
 
Poom appeared at the Fifth international isidor bajic Piano Competition in serbia where he won 1st 
prize, a special prize for brahms’ Piano Quintet performance in the semi-final round as well as the 
audience prize. During the final round with the timisoara Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by radu 
Popa, he played brahms’ First Piano Concerto filled with tragic tones and in a full richness of rare mu-
sical talent after which the daily newspaper “Dnevnik” from novi sad wrote: “Playing with a mixture of 
controlled freedom and exceptional depth of expression, with rounded phrases and rich decorations of 
“Chopin” kind of sound, beginning deep in his piano and a great dynamic range, purified in style and 
expression, the pianist from thailand has confirmed that the first prize and title of the laureate of the 
whole competition have come into the right hands”. 
 
in addition to an outright win in novi sad, Poom also have won many prizes including 1st prize and 
audience prize at the uK intercollegiate sheepdrove Piano Competition (2009), 1st prize at eastbourne 
symphony Orchestra soloist Competition (2008), 2nd prize and a special prize for the best perfor-
mance of liszt at the international Chopin Piano Competition in budapest (2008), 1st prize of thailand 
international Piano Competition (2011). Most recently, he was awarded First Prize in the Grand Final of 
sussex international Piano Competition (2013) where he performed rachmaninoff‘s Piano Concerto no. 
3 with the Worthing symphony Orchestra, conducted by John Gibbons in the final round. 

POOM PROMMaChaRT, piano 
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19th CONCERT sEssiON ROMaNia 2016

CONCERTs

May 26, 2016, university College Cluj-napoca 
May 27, 2016, black Church brasov 
May 28, 2016, Athenaeum bucharest 

ChaRiTY 

national network of telemedicine for epilepsy romania

PROGRaM

serban nichifor (*1954): transylvania bluegrass
hector berlioz (1803-1869): harold in italy, op. 16
ludwig van beethoven (1770-1827): symphony no. 6, f-
major, op. 68 "Pastoral" 

World Doctors Orchestra
stefan Willich, conductor 
Aida-Carmen soanea, viola
ioan harea, violin 

ORChEsTRa PaRTiCiPaNTs

violin
Anna-Margarete Kries, homburg, Germany, concertmaster
eckhard brinkmann, Cloppenburg, Germany, principal 2nd 
violin
eugenia-rozalia Agarici, romania
Päivi Ahonen, loppi, Finland
Florin Amzica, Pierrefonds, QC, Canada
Joel Ang, Washington, DC, usA
Michael Arthurs, north bay, On, Canada
Martina berchtold-neumann, Gaienhofen, Germany
Karl e. bergmann, berlin, Germany
reto F. Cadisch, Kriens, switzerland
ting Chao taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
Michiyo Cheetham, tokyo, Japan
Jyh-shing Chen, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
Jorinde Cirkel, berlin, Germany
Mircea Cotolan, romania
Konrad Csenki, Guiseley, leeds, united Kingdom
Katharina emmerich, rosenheim, Germany
Adela s. Farcas, Athis-Mons, France
ekkehart u. Frank, Düsseldorf, Germany
Dorothee M. Gescher, Köln, Germany
ursina Grosch, Zürich, switzerland
Corin hild, Frankfurt, Germany
rupert Jaeger, Poing b. München, Germany
Ching-hong Kao, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
norbert Kries, homburg, Germany
helmut Küster, Göttingen, Germany
Dietrich lasius, berlin, Germany
Carola Mayer-hüning, Dinslaken, Germany
Claudiu Miclos, hagen, Germany
remus J. nica, bucharest, romania
silvia nica, bucharest, romania
Cinderella nonoo-Cohen, highgate, london, united 
Kingdom
Melissa schmidt, heidelberg, Germany
Fridolin steiner, liebefeld, switzerland

ronald strauss, Cleveland heights, Oh, usA
blaise udriot, Martigny, switzerland
Miquel vila, barcelona, spain
Matthias Wein, essen, Germany
timothy e. yap, london, united Kingdom
Karl Zippelius, Firenze, italy

viola
vincent Pitteloud, sion, switzerland, principal
reinhild Allef, Friedberg, Germany
Anne-Marie bagnoud, Crans-Montanasion, switzerland
roland baur, tübingen, Germany
rebecca berkensträter, bad iburg, Germany
Manabu Fukumoto, setagaya-ku, tokyo, Japan
Judith Gabriel-Dolnik, ulm, Germany
Olga heijtmajer, hA enschede, netherlands
brian hughes, Paddington, nsW, Australia
reinhold niewöhner, haan, Germany
vincent Poirier, Montreal, QC, Canada
hans roll, tuttlingen, Germany
romanie ruggier, richmond, surrey, united Kingdom
Patricia W. samson, invernessshire, scotland, united 
Kingdom
Johannes stelzer, Oberhausen, Germany
Alison van buren, tintern, united Kingdom
Margit Wiessner-straßer, Gauting, Germany

violoncello
Wolfgang linke, Münster, Germany, principal
Martin bues, Ahrensburg, Germany
yin-hsuan Chien, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
shelley Cross, rochester, Mn, usA
Colin D. Granger, boncath Pembs, Wales, united Kingdom
Martin hornberger, Offenburg, Germany
yung-yu shih, nürnberg, Germany
Joan temmerman, rock island, il, usA
Gesa Wiegand, tübingen, Germany
Caroline Willich, Cambridge, united Kingdom
normann Willich, Münster, Germany
elfriede Wittschier, brühl, Germany
hiroshi yamaguchi, saitama, Japan
Pascal Zangger, sion, switzerland

Double bass
Angiolo tarocchi, Milano, italy, principal
Peter Jentzen, bonn, Germany
Mark McCarthy, london, united Kingdom
Masayuki nakano, Fukushima-city, Japan
Gabriel sepici, Cluj, romania
Patricia Zangger, sion, switzerland 

Flute
Wibke voigt, Dortmund, Germany
helene Groenning, Charlottenlund, Denmark
Mischa braun, berlin, Germany

Oboe
ulrike Gaiser, Mühlacker, Germany 
barry Grimaldi, london, united Kingdom

Clarinet
Andrew Kennedy, surry hills, nsW, Australia
torsten hecke, hamburg, Germany

bassoon
Friedrich J. Albrecht, Grand island, ny, usA
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19th CONCERT sEssiON ROMaNia 2016

Johannes heusgen, Düsseldorf, Germany
eva Cecilia salmonson, lund, sweden

French horn
ruth schwerdtfeger, berlin, Germany
Katrina Crawford, Cambridge, united Kingdom
hisako Ohara, tokyo, Japan
heinz Zimmermann, thun, switzerland

Trumpet
thomas Dasilva, Oakland, CA, usA
Anne berthold, raymond, Ms, usA
richard Feyrer, herzogenaurach, Germany
romano Mauri, Origlio, switzerland

Trombone
birgit Kovacs, Danbury, Ct, usA
bernd brüggenjürgen, Celle, Germany
Anton Dorn, Aachen, Germany

Tuba
Winfried Westermann, neuenkirchen-vörden, 
Germany

harp
nawid salimi, Cologne, Germany

Timpani, Percussion
eduardo ruiz Munguía, san José, Costa rica
sherwood berthold, raymond, Ms, usA
Joseph r. Car, bloomington in, usA

sECTiON COaChEs 

Dorina Mangra, the Music Academy of Cluj, 1st violin
Melinda beres, the Music Academy of Cluj, 2nd violin
Gyula Ortensykz, the Music Academy of Cluj, cello
Cristian sandu, the Music Academy of Cluj, winds and 
brass

lOCal ORGaNiZER

WDO musician Florin Amzica with lions Club Cluj-napoca 
and brasov
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aiDa-CaRMEN sOaNEa, viola

Aida-Carmen soanea was born in romania and 
she is prize winner of international competitions. 

she has performed as a soloist in europe, north and 
south America and worked together with the berlin 
Philharmonic Orchestra and the Wiener Philharmoni-
ker. her particular enthusiasm is chamber music. As 
a member in the delian::quartet she is an acclaimed 
guest in prominent festivals. together with contem-
porary composers she broadens the repertoire for 
viola and teaches master courses all over the world. 

As a soloist, Aida-Carmen has appeared in music fes-
tivals such as internationale Osterfestspiele luzern, 
rheingau Musikfestival, Musikfestspiele sanssouci, 
Musikfestival Mecklenburg vorpommern. Aida-Car-
men soanea has already performed together with the 
World Doctors Orchestra in 2009.

www.servicesformusic.com/project/aida-carmen-so-
anea
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iOaN haREa, violin 

WiTh MaNY ThaNks TO

Dr. bogdan Florea, Prof. Dr. vasile Jucan and the Music Academy of Cluj, the Factory of Musical instruments 
Gliga from reghin, Prof. Dr. Constantin Popa from the romanian Academy, Carbochim Cluj, ACi Cluj, banca tran-
silvania, Wörwag Pharma, regina Maria health network, hiperdia sC sA, eximtur, Casa cu flori

ioan harea left his native romania to accept the po-
sition of associate concertmaster with the Municipal 

symphony Orchestra of Caracas, venezuela, a post 
that he held from 1979-1986, when he left venezu-
ela for Canada. A citizen of Canada, venezuela and 
romania, ioan now resides in Ottawa, where he per-
forms as a soloist, concertmaster and studio musici-
an as well as maintaining his own teaching studio. he 
is the founder and leader of the harea string Quartet 
and the virtuosi Orchestra. he is on the faculty of the 
Crane school of Music, state university of new york, 
in Potsdam, new york.

A brilliant and versatile violinist, ioan performs as a 
soloist and chamber musician in Canada, the united 
states, venezuela, italy, France, romania and spain. 
he has been acclaimed all across Canada for “Classic 
Gypsy,” a unique program of virtuoso classical favo-
rites combined with ioan’s exclusive arrangements 
of “gypsy” music, tangos and jazz, accompanied by 
orchestra, string quintet or piano.

www.ioanharea.ca
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20th CONCERT sEssiON saN FRaNCisCO 2016

CONCERTs

October 8 and 9, 2016, san Francisco Conservatory of 
Music, san Francisco, CA, usA 

ChaRiTY 

George Mark Children’s house, san leandro, CA, usA

PROGRaM

Ferdinand David (1810-1873): Concertino for trombone 
and Orchestra, op. 4
bramwell tovey (*1953): the lincoln tunnel Cabaret - 
Concerto for trombone and orchestra
Gustav Mahler (1860-1911): symphony no. 1, D major

World Doctors Orchestra
stefan Willich, conductor 
Joseph Alessi, trombone 

ORChEsTRa PaRTiCiPaNTs

violin
Mark lupin, victoria, bC, Canada, concertmaster 
Ching-hong Kao, taipei, taiwan r.O.C., principal 2nd violin 
Florin Amzica, Pierrefonds, QC, Canada 
Joel Ang, Washington, DC, usA 
sheyna n. burt, Woodbridge, vA, usA 
ting Chao, taipei, taiwan r.O.C. 
li-Wei Chao, Philadelphia, PA, usA 
Jyh-shing Chen, taipei, taiwan r.O.C. 
Peter Cheng, los Altos, CA, usA 
Katharina emmerich, rosenheim, Germany 
Adela s. Farcas, Athis-Mons, France 
Didier Gallinet, Malbuisson, France 
luitgard Graul-neumann, berlin, Germany 
henrike hörmann, Düsseldorf, Germany 
Debra l. horowitz tabas, Pittsburgh, PA, usA 
Margaret yu-ning hsu, Gainesville, Fl, usA 
ronald Jontof-hutter, Donvale, viC, Australia 
Olöf Julia Kjartansdottir, reykjavik, iceland 
Grace lee, upper Arlington, Oh, usA 
Charles lee, upper Arlington, Oh, usA 
Carmen Meissner, Wien, Austria 
takao Mochizuki, Kanagawa, Japan 
nadja niclauss, Carouge, switzerland 
louisa nitsch, bonn, Germany 
sarah Papp, ilvesheim, Germany 
bojana Petek, ljubljana, slovenia 
ulrike schatz, Dresden, Germany 
Fridolin steiner, liebefeld, switzerland 
ronald strauss, Cleveland heights, Oh, usA 
naoko takebe, elkridge MD, usA 
nicole tenn-lyn, thornhill, On, Canada 
Michelle ubels van noord, san Diego, CA, usA 
henry Wang, hoover, Al, usA 
Je ffrey yung, bloomfield hills, Mi, usA

viola
romanie ruggier, richmond, surrey, united Kingdom, 
principal 
reto F. Cadisch, Kriens, switzerland 
Janette Caputo, Alma, Mi, usA 
Ching-Feng Cheng, taipei, taiwan r.O.C. 
Mall eltermaa, viiratsi, viljandi, estonia 
brian hughes, Paddington, nsW, Australia 
William Krzymowski, Gallup, nM, usA
Matilde Orsecci, Fiesole (Fi), italy 
vincent Poirier, Montreal, QC, Canada 
hans roll, tuttlingen, Germany 
lucia soltis, huntington, Wv, usA 
Margit Wiessner-straßer, Gauting, Germany

violoncello
normann Willich, Münster, Germany, principal 
Dieter brossmann, lübeck, Germany 
yin-hsuan Chien, taipei, taiwan r.O.C. 
Paul DeMarco, Olney, usA 
hans-bernd Kucher, Diedorf, Germany 
Jonathan lass, Pepper Pike, Oh, usA 
Jennifer Miles, Mandeville, lA, usA 
Kevin r. Miller, san Francisco, CA, usA 
stefanie uibel, Frankfurt am Main, Germany 
Gesa Wiegand, tübingen, Germany 
elfriede Wittschier, brühl, Germany
Pascal Zangger, sion, switzerland

Double bass
ulrich W. Kolck, bonn, Germany, principal 
sabine Dietze, bad Kreuznach, Germany 
tom elliot, san Francisco, CA, usA
Peter Jentzen, bonn, Germany 
Jon lancelle, san Francisco, CA, usA
Masayuki nakano, Fukushima-city, Japan
Patricia Zangger, sion, switzerland 

Flute
Miriam i. e. Freundt, Denver, CO, usA 
Michael Cave, Durham, united Kingdom 
Monika Curlin, Claremont, CA, usA 
reinhard ströle, Ansbach, Germany

Oboe
Allen t. bishop, rochester, Mn, usA 
Frederick Joel Fox, san Francisco, CA, usA 
barry Grimaldi, london, united Kingdom 
Olaf hagen, bochum, Germany

Clarinet
Peter newman, Farnham royal, bucks., united 
Kingdom 
tore høiland Aarrestad, sarpsborg, norway 
rubén Guarda, las Condes, santiago, Chile
stuart e. hirsch, yardley, PA, usA 
barbara seeliger, Krefeld, Germany

bassoon
Friedrich J. Albrecht, Grand island, ny, usA 
David r. brunner, Zürich, switzerland 
Kyle sneden, san Francisco, CA, usA
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20th CONCERT sEssiON saN FRaNCisCO  2016

French horn
tobias breyer, essen, Germany 
Katrina Crawford, Cambridge, united Kingdom
Kerstin Kreis, Falkensee, Germany 
raymond laning, Chesterland, Oh, usA 
benn smith, scottsdale, AZ, usA 
heinz Zimmermann, thun, switzerland 
Matthias Zürcher, uettligen, switzerland

Trumpet
Dominik scheruhn, hof, Germany 
Anne berthold, raymond, Ms, usA 
thomas Dasilva, Oakland, CA, usA
romano Mauri, Origlio, switzerland

Trombone
richard Gosnay, Danbury, Ct, usA 
Clemens bäßler, hochheim am Main, Germany
birgit Kovacs, Danbury, Ct, usA

Tuba
Winfried Westermann, neuenkirchen-vörden, 
Germany

harp
Madeline Jarzembak, san Franscisco, CA, usA

Timpani, Percussion
Anna lensebråten, Oslo, norway 
sahrab bazargannia, san Franciso, CA, usA
Joseph r. Car, bloomington in, usA 
Andrey Kovalenko, san Francisco, CA, usA
luis e. Ortigoza, Mexico City, DF, Mexico

sECTiON COaChEs 

Danielle Charboneau, 1st violin 
Chen Zhao, 2nd violin
Jenny Douglass, viola 
bridget Pasker, cello
Peter Jentzen, double bass 
tore Aarrestad, winds 
David Krehbiel, brass 
Anna lensebråten, percussion

lOCal ORGaNiZER

WDO musician thomas Dasilva
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WiTh MaNY ThaNks TO

Kaiser Permanente, Destination Wealth Management, rGD Acoustics, the san Francisco Classic voice, Kiss 
that Frog, Koko Dasilva, Maya Dasilva, Wendy louie, Carol newberger, yumiko suzuki, toshie lim, Jett 
lim, laurie Wotus, lee shahinian, Kenji Murao, sawako Murao, timothy Der, Alex eidlin, Jeffery lim, Dick 
Akright, David stull

JOsEPh alEssi, trombone

Joseph Alessi was ap-
pointed Principal trom-

bone of the new york 
Philharmonic in the 
spring of 1985. he began 
musical studies in his na-
tive California with his 
father, Joseph Alessi, sr. 
As a high school student 
in san rafael, California, 
he was a soloist with 
the san Francisco sym-
phony before continuing 
his musical training at 
Philadelphia`s Curtis in-
stitute of Music.Prior to 
joining the Philharmonic, 
Joseph Alessi was second 
trombone of the Philadel-
phia Orchestra for four 
seasons, and principal 
trombone of l`Orchestre 
symphonique de Montre-
al for one season. in ad-
dition, he has performed 
as guest principal trom-
bonist with the london 
symphony Orchestra in 
Carnegie hall led by Pi-
erre boulez. 

Joseph Alessi is an acti-
ve soloist, recitalist, and 
chamber music perfor-
mer. in April 1990 he 
made his solo debut with 
the new york Philharmo-
nic. his most recent ap-
pearance with the Phil-

harmonic as soloist was in world premiere performances of Melinda Wagner’s trombone Concerto in 
February of 2007. Mr. Alessi has been a guest soloist in many international orchestras and participated 
in numerous festivals, including the Festivale Musica di Camera in Protogruaro, italy; Cabrillo Music 
Festival; swiss brass Week; and lieksa brass Week in Finland. he is a founding member of the summit 
brass ensemble at the rafael Mendez brass institute in tempe, Arizona. in 2002 Mr. Alessi was awarded 
an international trombone Association Award for his contributions to the world of trombone music and 
trombone playing.

www.slidearea.com
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21st CONCERT sEssiON MuNiCh/salZbuRG 2017

CONCERTs

April 22, 2017, herkulessaal, Munich, Germany
under the patronage of the former Mayor of Munich, 
hans-Jochen vogel

23. April 2017, Mozarteum, salzburg, Austria
under the patronage of Peter Daniell Porsche and 
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Felix unger

ChaRiTiEs 

bonifaz-haneberg-stiftung for the homeless, Munich, Ger-
many
Papageno, mobiles Kinderhospiz, salzburg, Austria
Projekt lichtklang, salzburg, Austria

PROGRaM

Giuseppe verdi (1813-1901): Ouverture to la Forza del 
Destino
Georges bizet (1838-1875): habanera and seguidilla from 
Carmen
Camille saint-saëns (1835-1921): Amour and Mon coeur 
from samson et Dalila
Mark Minkov (1944-2012): Paysage (arr. thibault Perrine)
Richard Wagner (1813–1883): The Ring without words 
(arr. lorin Maazel) 

World Doctors Orchestra
stefan Willich, conductor 
stella Grigorian, mezzosoprano 

ORChEsTRa PaRTiCiPaNTs

violin
Mark lupin, victoria, bC, Canada, concertmaster
eckhard brinkmann, Cloppenburg, Germany, principal 
2nd violin
rolf Albert, Überlingen, Germany
Florin Amzica, Pierrefonds, QC, Canada
Joel Ang, Washington, DC, usA
helga Coym, hamburg, Germany
Konrad Csenki, Guiseley, leeds, united Kingdom
Carolyn Dyson, edinburgh, scotland, united Kingdom
Monika eisermann, Paris, France
Katharina emmerich, rosenheim, Germany
Adela s. Farcas, Athis-Mons, France
sing-yi Feng, Dallas, tX, usA
ekkehart u. Frank, Düsseldorf, Germany
Corin hild, Gießen, Germany
stefanie hirt, liebefeld, switzerland
henrike hörmann, Düsseldorf, Germany
rupert Jaeger, Poing b. München, Germany
rafael Jimenez, rochester, Mn, usA
Ching-hong Kao, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
rebecca Kennedy, belfast, northern ireland
Dietrich lasius, berlin, Germany

Charles lee, houston, tX, usA
Carola Mayer-hüning, Dinslaken, Germany
Carol McCabe, bonville, nsW, Australia
Carmen Meissner, Wien, Austria
siobhan Perry, Clifton, bristol, united Kingdom
bojana Petek, ljubljana, slovenia
Martin raghunath, Aschheim/Dornach, Germany
Corrado roselli, bari, italy
Melissa schmidt, München, Germany
valerie sim, edmonton, Ab, Canada
Fridolin steiner, liebefeld, switzerland
henry Wang, hoover, Al, usA
timothy e. yap, london, united Kingdom 

viola
vincent Pitteloud, sion, switzerland, principal
reinhild Allef, Friedberg, Germany
reto F. Cadisch, Kriens, switzerland
Mall eltermaa, viiratsi, viljandi, estonia
Franziska Krampe, Freiburg, Germany
vincent Poirier, Montreal, QC, Canada
romanie ruggier, richmond, surrey, united Kingdom
Patricia W. samson, invernessshire, scotland, united 
Kingdom
hans h. th. sendler, berlin, Germany
Alison van buren, tintern, united Kingdom
Annina vischer, basel, switzerland
Margit Wiessner-straßer, Gauting, Germany
Karl Zippelius, Firenze, italy

violoncello
normann Willich, Münster, Germany, principal
nicola blum, Osnabrück, Germany
Dieter brossmann, lübeck, Germany
susanne erk, berlin, Germany
Martin hornberger, Offenburg, Germany
Julika huber, Düsseldorf, Germany
hans-bernd Kucher, Diedorf, Germany
Jonathan lass, Pepper Pike, Oh, usA
Jennifer Miles, Mandeville, lA, usA
Angela raghunath, Aschheim/Dornach, Germany
Andreas schuster, bensheim, Germany
Dónal Wallace, Glasnevin, Dublin, ireland
Caroline Willich, Cambridge, united Kingdom
elfriede Wittschier, brühl, Germany

Double bass
ulrich W. Kolck, bonn-bad Godesberg, 
Germany, principal
Peter Jentzen, bonn, Germany
Matthias Mücke, Aachen, Germany
stephan nautscher-timmermann, Mühlhausen, Germany
timm schulz, berlin, Germany
nicole Wagner, Wachtberg, Germany
Patricia Zangger, sion, switzerland 

Flute
Wibke voigt, Dortmund, Germany
Miriam i. e. Freundt, Jonesboro, Ar, usA 
Mischa braun, berlin, Germany 
Julia Wüstenfeld, Geretsried, Germany
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Oboe
Annette breyer, essen, Germany
leonie Geiger, stuttgart, Germany
Wolfgang röckl, Würzburg, Germany
barry Grimaldi, london, united Kingdom

Clarinet
Andrew Kennedy, surry hills, nsW, Australia 
susanne Gebhardt, hannover, Germany
tilman röckl, Würzburg, Germany 
torsten hecke, hamburg, Germany

bassoon
Friedrich J. Albrecht, Grand island, ny, usA 
eugene lewis, upminster, essex, united Kingdom 
laura valerio bermudez, Costa rica

French horn
tobias breyer, essen, Germany 
Christian Albert, ravensburg, Germany 
Xenia brinkmann, Cloppenburg, Germany 
raymond laning, Chesterland, Oh, usA
Fabian Murillo Gomez, Costa rica 
sandra Pittl, völs, Austria
Germain Poirier, Candiac, Quebec, Canada 
ruth schwerdtfeger, berlin, Germany
heinz Zimmermann, thun, switzerland

Trumpet
Dominik scheruhn, hof, Germany
Anne berthold, raymond, Ms, usA 
richard Feyrer, herzogenaurach, Germany

Trombone
Konrad scheuerer, 
Munich, Germany
richard Gosnay, Dan-
bury, Ct, usA 
Moritz hauf, Munich, 
Germany
birgit Kovacs, Danbu-
ry, Ct, usA 
bernd hüske, berlin, 
Germany

Tuba
benedikt Wittmann, 
rimsting, Germany

harp
nawid salimi, Colog-
ne, Germany 
elisabeth eder, salz-
burg, Austria 

Timpani, Percussion
Anna lensebråten, 
Oslo, norway 
björn Allef, Fried-
berg, Germany
sherwood berthold, 
raymond, Ms, usA 
Joseph r. Car, bloo-
mington in, usA 
erik Andreas tor-
kildsen, stavanger, 
norway

sECTiON COaChEs 

David schultheiss, bayerisches staatsorchester, 
1st violin
Katharina lindenbaum-schwarz, bayerisches staatsor-
chester, 2nd violin
roland Metzger, bayerisches staatsorchester, viola
benedikt strohmeier, bayerisches staatsorchester, cello
Peter Jentzen, beethoven Orchester bonn, double bass 
tobias vogelmann, symphonieorchester des bayeri-
schen rundfunks, winds
Michael höltzel, French horn 
hansjörg Profanter, symphonieorchester des bayeri-
schen rundfunks, brass 
sherwood berthold, percussion

lOCal ORGaNiZER

WDO musicians Katharina emmerich, Margit Wiessner-
straßer, Carmen Meissner, rupert Jaeger and Konrad 
scheurer

21st CONCERT sEssiON MuNiCh/salZbuRG 2017
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sTElla GRiGORiaN, mezzo-soprano 

the Armenian-Georgian mezzo-soprano stella 
Grigorian was born in tbilisi, Georgia, and 

studied singing at the Music Academy in tbilisi 
and the Conservatory of the City of vienna. her 
first professional engagement took her directly 
to the vienna state Opera in 1998, where she 
remained until 2006 and belonged to the ensem-
ble. in 2006 she made her debut as nerone in 
handel's Agrippina at the Frankfurt Opera and 
remained closely associated with the opera. her 
most important guest performances took stella 
Grigorian to the Gran teatro del liceu in barce-
lona (Mastersingers of nuremberg / Claus Guth), 
to lisbon (Medea / lawrence Foster), to the ham-
burg state Opera (Carmen), to the salzburg Festi-
val (the Dead City), to the Zurich Opera (Die Wal-
küre / Franz Welser-Möst), the Aalto theater in 
essen (italiana in Algeri), the theater an der Wien 
(Katya Kabanova / Kirill Petrenko and Médée / 

Fabio luisi), the new israeli Opera (Faust / Omer 
Meir Wellber), the new national theater tokyo 
(Carmen), the Graz Opera (Werther), the st. Pe-
tersburg Philharmonic (Mozart requiem) and the 
vienna Konzerthaus with Dukas' Ariane et barbe-
bleue, hindemith's Mathis the Painter and Mah-
ler 8th symphony under bertrand de billy. At the 
bregenz Festival she sang Mahler's symphony 
no. 2 with Kirill Petrenko. Other concerts took 
her to Florence under Zubin Mehta and basel 
under Fabio luisi. stella Grigorian is one of the 
most sought-after mezzo-sopranos on interna-
tional opera and concert stages. in addition to 
her extensive opera repertoire, she shines with 
a song and concert repertoire from the baroque 
to the modern.

www.stellagrigorian.com
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WiTh MaNY ThaNks TO

sonic healthcare, b. braun, luitgard und bernd Olgemöller, Orthomedical Gmbh, Dr. Marc becker, hipp Werk 
ohG, hiWo-med uffing, stefan vilsmeier, Dr. Kauers Arzt- und Krankenhausbedarf, Firma Arnold Orthopädie 
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schuhtechnik, Migomed Gottinger sanitätshaus, Pohlig Gmbh, Österreichische Ärztekammer, Cornelia Pfeil-
Putzien, Gery Decheva, Marilyn Knüppel, Christine schwake and her team from Deutsche bank, Florence 
Meissner-Adamer, Philip Meissner, Dr. barbara heuberger from Marionetten-theater salzburg, Werner Merlingen.
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22nd CONCERT sEssiON luGaNO/COMO 2017

CONCERTs

June 9, 2017, lAC - lugano Arte e Cultura, lugano, 
switzerland 
June 10, 2017, teatro sociale, Como, italy 

ChaRiTiEs 

Fondazione bambini Cardiopatici nel Mondo, switzerland
Fondazione ticino Cuore, switzerland
Comocuore, italy

PROGRaM

Gioachino rossini (1792-1868): Overture William tell
Aaron Copland (1900-1990): Old American songs
Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847): symphony no. 5 in D 
Major/D Minor, op. 107 (reformation) 

World Doctors Orchestra
stefan Willich, conductor
Coro Clairière della svizzeria italiana, director brunella Cle-
rici 

ORChEsTRa PaRTiCiPaNTs

violin
Keiji Kanamori, tokyo, Japan, concertmaster
eckhard brinkmann, Cloppenburg, Germany, principal 2nd 
violin
Päivi Ahonen, loppi, Finland
Florin Amzica, Pierrefonds, QC, Canada
Joel Ang, Washington, DC, usA
Michael Arthurs, north bay, On, Canada
ruth Ayling, Kent, united Kingdom
Martina berchtold-neumann, Gaienhofen, Germany
reto F. Cadisch, Kriens, switzerland
ting Chao, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
Michiyo Cheetham, tokyo, Japan
Jyh-shing Chen, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
Marie-louise Dreux, Petersham nsW, Australia
Aref el-seweifi, Kleinmachnow, Germany
Adela s. Farcas, Athis-Mons, France
Dorothee M. Gescher, Magdeburg, Germany
ursina Grosch, Zürich, switzerland
Andrea hazan, Zürich, switzerland
Kenji ishii, tokyo, Japan
Ching-hong Kao, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
rosemarie liu, burke, vA, usA
vivek lugani, berlin, Germany
saskia Mährlein, lahr, Germany
Armine Mazhinyan, yerevan, Armenia
louisa nitsch, bonn, Germany
Cinderella nonoo-Cohen, london, united Kingdom
Annette Parry, steinen, switzerland
Motoharu sato, hirosaki, Aomori, Japan
ulrike schatz, Dresden, Germany
Fridolin steiner, liebefeld, switzerland

ronald strauss, Cleveland heights, Oh, usA
blaise udriot, Martigny, switzerland
Matthias Wein, essen, Germany
Jeffrey yung, bloomfield hills, Mi, usA

viola
vincent Pitteloud, sion, switzerland, principal
susanne Arbeiter, berlin, Germany
Anne-Marie bagnoud, sion, switzerland
roland baur, tübingen, Germany
rebecca berkensträter, bad iburg, Germany
Caoimhe Fahy, Carrigaline, Co. Cork, ireland
Manabu Fukumoto, setagaya-ku, tokyo, Japan
Olga heijtmajer, hA enschede, netherlands
shu-Chung lu, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
Maria Pfefferle, locarno, switzerland
vincent Poirier Montreal, QC Canada
laura rabinowitz, shaker heights, Oh, usA
romanie ruggier, richmond, surrey, united Kingdom
hans h. th. sendler, berlin, Germany
Mitsuko tamaki, hanamaki-shi, iwate Prefecture, Japan
Margit Wiessner-straßer, Gauting, Germany

Cello
Wolfgang linke, Münster, Germany, principal
tiziana balbi, s.lazzaro di savena, bologna, italy
susanne brakemeier, berlin, Germany
emanuel Christ, niederscherli, switzerland
shelley Cross, rochester, Mn, usA
bettina Kruck, berlin, Germany
Fides Küng, Zürich, switzerland
Giovanni Perini, verona, italy
sarah sigrist, st. Gallen, switzerland
stefanie uibel, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Gesa Wiegand, tübingen, Germany
normann Willich, Münster, Germany
elfriede Wittschier, Köln, Germany
hiroshi yamaguchi, saitama, Japan
Pascal Zangger, sion, switzerland

Double bass
Arisa Asano, tokyo, Japan, principal
heide heinen, Köln, Germany
rolf Knapp, enniskillen, Co Fermanagh, northern ireland, 
united Kingdom
beat Küchler, einsiedeln, switzerland
Patricia Zangger, sion, switzerland 

Flute
Wibke voigt, Dortmund, Germany
Michael Cave, Durham, united Kingdom
Monika Curlin, Claremont, CA, usA
helene Groenning, Dyssegård, Denmark

Oboe
Allen t. bishop, rochester, Mn, usA  
barry Grimaldi, london, united Kingdom 

Clarinet
David Frank, seattle, WA, usA
stuart e. hirsch, yardley, PA, usA
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bassoon
Friedrich J. Albrecht, Grand island, ny, usA
laura valerio bermudez, san José, Costa rica
eugene lewis, upminster, essex, united Kingdom

French horn
Fabian Murillo Gomez, san José, Costa rica
hisako Ohara, tokyo, Japan
hanne Karen Warnk, hamburg, Germany
heinz Zimmermann, thun, switzerland

Trumpet
thomas Dasilva, Oakland, CA, usA
romano Mauri, Origlio, switzerland

Trombone
Christopher F. Wood, Prospect heights, il, usA
Anton Dorn, Aachen, Germany
birgit Kovacs, Danbury, Ct, usA

harp
elisa netzer, lugano, switzerland

Timpani, Percussion
bernardo neves, lisbon Portugal
Joseph r. Car, bloomington, in, usA
Davide testa, varese, italy

sECTiON COaChEs 

hans livabella, Orchestra della svizzeria italiana, 
1st violin
barbara Ciannamea, Orchestra della svizzeria italiana, 
2nd violin
ivan vukcevic, Orchestra della svizzeria italiana, viola
Felix vogelsang, Orchestra della svizzeria italiana, cello
David Desimpelaere, Orchestra della svizzeria italiana, 
double bass
Alberto biano, Orchestra della svizzeria italiana, winds
sébastein Galley, Orchestra della svizzeria italiana, brass

lOCal ORGaNiZER

WDO musician romano Mauri with Alessandro tomei 
from Cardiocentro ticino

22nd CONCERT sEssiON luGaNO/COMO 2017
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Coro Clairière della svizzeria italiana

the Clairière Children’s Choir of the Con-
servatorio della svizzera italiana com-

bines the constant commitment to youths 
with the continuous exploration of the cho-
ral repertoire and an artistic ideal pursued 
with dedication and gratification by interna-
tional successes and recognitions. the Clai-
rière Children’s Choir has collaborated with 
Claudio Abbado, Marc Andreae, Martha Arge-
rich, Giorgio bernasconi, José Carreras, Die-
go Fasolis, the Maîtrise of radio France, the 
Orchestra della svizzera italiana, the Mozart 
Orchestra, and the verdi Orchestra. the choir 
has performed in the Duomo of Milan, the ba-
silica of san Pietro in rome, the basilica of 
san Francesco in Assisi, in bethlehem in the 
basilica of the nativity during the Christmas 
Mass and in the vatican for Pope John Paul ii. 

the choir has performed as a guest in nu-
merous important festivals and has recorded 
two CD albums with roberto Piumini as well 
as several disc and radio recordings for the 
swiss italian radio (rete 2). the choir’s re-
pertoire ranges through the Gregorian style 
to late-medieval polyphony up to embrace 
modernist movements and varying genres of 
the 20th and 21st centuries. since brunella 
Clerici assumed leadership of the Clairière 
Children’s Choir 15 years ago more than 500 
young singers have found their voice within 
the ranks of the choir. 

www.coroclairiere.ch
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bRuNElla ClERiCi, choir director

WiTh MaNY ThaNks TO

b. braun, Mylin valenta, Città di lugano, Cardiocentro ticino, spinelli elettricità, Conservatorio della svizzera ita-
liana, brunella Clerici, Antonio Faillaci, etienne reymond, rosy Gadda Conti, teatro sociale di Como, Fondazione 
Comocuore

brunella Clerici graduated in composition, piano 
and choir direction at the Conservatorio Gius-

eppe verdi in Milan. 

in 1983 brunella first assumed the direction of a 
children’s choir and from then on she never stop-
ped being interested in working with youth choirs. 
since the year 2000 she has promoted and co-
ordinated choral work at the Conservatorio della 
svizzera italiana (Csi) and the Music school, giving 
special attention to the pedagogical field and the 
children’s and youth choirs. the choral training 
course at the Csi trains students at various musical 
levels and embraces practitioners of all ages from 
6 to 23 years of age. this is a demanding proposal 
that provides a regular and balanced concert acti-
vity that accompanies youths in artistic training at 
the Csi starting from the first experiences of choral 
singing at varying levels of the preparatory choir in 
the children’s choir ‘Clairière’, to the youth choir 
within the precollege section of the Csi. the resul-
ting teaching method yields artistic excellence in 
its students. 

in March 2012 brunella Clerici received a “Distinc-
tion from l’Ordre des Palmes Académiques for the 
spread of French culture in ticino”. 

www.coroclairiere.ch
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23rd CONCERT sEssiON baRCElONa/GiRONa 2017

CONCERTs

October 7, 2017, Auditori i Palau de Congressos, Girona, 
spain
October 8, 2017, sala Pau Casals, l'Auditori, barcelona, 
spain 

ChaRiTiEs 

Fundació Oncolliga Girona, spain
AeCC - Catalunya contra el càncer, Girona, spain 
l’institut d'investigació biomèdica de Girona (idibGi), Giro-
na, spain
l’unitat de recerca en Medicina Oncològica Molecular i 
translacional de l’institut de investigació biomédica Au-
gust Pi i sunyer biomedical (iDibAPs), barcelona, spain
Grup Àgata, Associació Catalana de Dones Afectades de 
Càncer de Mama, barcelona, spain

PROGRaM

Jordi Cervello, vocci della natura (new arrangement)
robert schumann, Cello concerto A minor, op. 129
Johannes brahms, symphony no. 2 D major, op. 73

World Doctors Orchestra
stefan Willich, conductor
lluís Claret, cello 

ORChEsTRa PaRTiCiPaNTs

violin
Kim Chang, taipei City, taiwan r.O.C., concertmaster
Ching-hong Kao, taipei, taiwan r.O.C., principal 2nd violin
Federica Alborch, barcelona, spain
Florin Amzica, Pierrefonds, QC, Canada
Joel Ang, Washington, DC, usA
Maria batyreva tofaniuk, barcelona, spain
Dominik berger, Münster, Germany
bernard Caplan, sandown, south Africa
Philip Dodd, Dublin, ireland
louise engberg Willumsen, virum, Denmark
Adela s. Farcas, Athis-Mons, France
Didier Gallinet, Malbuisson, France
Jordi Gatell tortajada, badalona, spain
Carola Gudohr, erkrath, Germany
henrike hörmann, Düsseldorf, Germany
rupert Jaeger, Poing, Germany
Anna-Margarete Kries, homburg, Germany
norbert Kries, homburg, Germany
Dietrich lasius, berlin, Germany
ingrid luisant lópez Mendoza, sitges, spain
nadja niclauss, Carouge, switzerland
louisa nitsch, bonn, Germany
ellen rothchild, Cleveland, Oh, usA
ulrike schatz, Dresden, Germany
ronald strauss, Cleveland heights, Oh, usA
robin su, hudson, Oh, usA

Celine thum, new york, ny, usA
tigran torosian, Warsaw, Poland
Miquel vila, barcelona, spain
Matthias Wein, essen, Germany
timothy e. yap, london, united Kingdom
Karl Zippelius, Firenze, italy

viola
vincent Pitteloud, sion, switzerland, principal
roland baur, tübingen, Germany
rebecca berkensträter, bad iburg, Germany
Anne bicknell, Gundaroo, Australia
Ching-Feng Cheng, taipei, taiwan r.O.C.
Christiane Garnemark, Mölnlycke, sweden
Olga heijtmajer, hA enschede, netherlands
brian hughes, Paddington, nsW, Australia
William Krzymowski, Gallup, nM, usA
Matilde Orsecci, Fiesole, italy
vincent Poirier, Montreal, QC, Canada
romanie ruggier, richmond, surrey, united Kingdom
Patricia W. samson, invernessshire, scotland, united 
Kingdom
Damien b. thomson, Corinda, Australia
laura Weinig, Düsseldorf, Germany
Margit Wiessner-straßer, Gauting, Germany

Cello
normann Willich, Münster, Germany, principal
Pere Cabré, barcelona, spain
elisabeth Gallinet, Malbuisson, France
hannes holm, Melkbosstrand, south Africa
Jonathan lass, Pepper Pike, Oh, usA
Wolfgang linke, Münster, Germany
Kevin r. Miller, san Francisco, CA, usA
leticia Muñoz hernando, Córdoba, spain
isabel Ojanguren, barcelona, spain
santiago rosales, barcelona, spain
lee shahinian, los Altos, CA, usA
Joan temmerman, rock island, il, usA
Caroline Willich, Cambridge, united Kingdom
elfriede Wittschier, brühl, Germany

Double bass
Angiolo tarocchi, Milano, italy, principal
sabine Dietze, bad Kreuznach, Germany
Peter Jentzen, bonn. Germany
ulrich W. Kolck, bonn- bad Godesberg, Germany
eugene lewis, upminster, essex, united Kingdom
rodolfo Merizzi, bovolone vr, italy
Masayuki nakano, Fukushima-city, Japan
eberhard neumann-von Meding, berlin, Germany 

Flute
Miriam i. e. Freundt, Jonesboro, Ar, usA
evelyn Kuong, Pokfulam, sAr hong Kong, China
Cecilia Mazzara, barcelona, spain
reinhard ströle, Ansbach, Germany

Oboe
Allen t. bishop, rochester, Mn, usA  
seiichi iguchi. Mito, ibaraki, Japan
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Clarinet
barbara seeliger, Krefeld, Germany
hana seung, Freiburg, Germany

bassoon
Friedrich J. Albrecht, Grand island, ny, usA
eva Cecilia salmonson, lund, sweden

French horn
tobias breyer, essen, Germany
Christoph reiter, Augsburg, Germany
benn smith, scottsdale, AZ, usA
James smith, Manly nsW, Australia

Trumpet
richard Feyrer, herzogenaurach, Germany 
ulrich C. bang, Copenhagen sv, Denmark

Trombone
richard Gosnay, Danbury, Ct, usA 
Konrad scheuerer, München, Germany
thomas becker, neuhausen, Germany

Tuba
Jörg breitmaier, Karlsruhe, Germany

Timpani, Percussion
Anna lensebraten, sarpsborg, norway
helena Algueró, terrassa, spain

sECTiON COaChEs 

Kim Chang, 1st violin
Ching-hong Kao, 2nd violin
vincent Pitteloud, viola
normann Willich, cello
Peter Jentzen, double bass
Allen t. bishop, winds
tobias breyer, brass

lOCal ORGaNiZER

WDO musicians santiago rosales, Miquel vila, Pere 
Cabré, Jordi Gatell, Josep Gelpí and Pere Gascon with 
lourdes lópez and Patricia Martínez from Collegi 
de Metges de barcelona and with ruth espuche and  
Meritxell bonet from Collegi de Metges de Girona

23rd CONCERT sEssiON baRCElONa/GiRONa 2017
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lluÍs ClaRET, cello

born in Andorra in 1951, lluís Claret from exiled 
catalan parents, begins his musical studies at 

the age of 9. his musical future will be strongly 
marked by his contact with great teachers as Mau-
rice Gendron, radu Aldulescu and enric Casals (Pa-
blo Casals brother) who, besides not being a cel-
list, will be his principal musical adviser for many 
years. his meetings with György sebök, eva Janzer 
and bernard Greenhouse will be also decisive for 
the development of his artistic personality.

First Prizes at Casals (1976) and rostropovitch 
(1977) Competitions help to project his interna-
tional career to the principal capitals of europe, 
America and Asia, invited by orchestras like Wa-
shington national symphony, Czech Philharmonic, 
english Chamber, France national Orchestra, and 
others from tokyo, seoul, Düsseldorf, stuttgart, 
bamberg, Moscu, Madrid, barcelona...under the 
baton of vaclav neuman, Mstislav rostropovitch, 
Pierre boulez, Karl Münchinger, Dimitri Kitaienko, 
sakari Oramo and Georges Malcom among others. 

Chamber music and pedagogie are an important 
and essential part of lluís Claret professional ac-

tivity. he founded the barcelona trio (1980-1993), 
performs regularly with the pianists Josep-Maria 
Colom and benedicte Palko and collaborates very 
often with other prestigious musicians at Festivals 
like Kuhmo, naantali, ernen, l'epau, Pablo Casals 
(Prades), Granada, seoul... 

his is actualy teaching at the "victoria dels An-
gels" Music school at sant Cugat (barcelona) and 
the toulouse Conservatory (France), and gives 
Master Classes in France, Portugal, belgium, ita-
ly, usA, Japan and Korea. together with bernard 
Greenhouse he conducts a seminar at the Abbey 
of Fontfroide (France). regularly lluís Claret is 
invited as Jury Member of international Competi-
tions (rostropovitch-Paris, Paulo-helsinki, Pablo 
Casals-Kronberg, Adam- new Zealand...) and he is 
the Chairman at the international Cello Competiti-
on "lluís Claret", City of Moguer (spain). his great 
interest in contemporary music brought him to a 
close professional collaboration with henri Dutil-
leux, Witold lutoslawski, Kristoff Penderecki, Joan 
Guinjoan, iannis Xenakis and Pierre boulez.

www.lluisclaret.ad
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WiTh MaNY ThaNks TO

b. braun, Collegi de Metges de barcelona, Collegi de Metges de Girona, laboratoris esteve, Chemo españa, 
institut Català de la retina, Mutual Médica, Òptica hispano, bbvA, seminari Conciliar de barcelona, ràdio 
estel Catalunya Cristiana, Catalunya ràdio, Diputació de Girona, AsisA, Mútua General de Catalunya, 
Montepio Girona, la Caixa, Agrupació AMCi d' Assegurances, Fundació Grünenthal, Guillem Gascon, Ainoha 
Gresa and isabel Calaf

23rd CONCERT sEssiON baRCElONa/GiRONa 2017
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ChaRiTY PROJECTs

National network of telemedicine for epi-
lepsy, Romania

the charity of WDO’s romania session was de-
voted to creating a national medical network for 
epilepsy that would assist an estimated popula-
tion of 200,000 epileptics. the project, to span 
over 3 years, was designed to gather funds for 
the starting of the first 3-4 centers of epilepsy, 
and create a critical awareness of the public and 
sponsors for the condition. each center willing 
to apply for endowing with video-eeG machines, 
was selected by a committee of foreign experts 
in epilepsy according to the following criteria: 1) 
professional quality of the applicant’s team, 2) 
geographical distribution of the network nodes, 
3) availability to undergo yearly continuing edu-
cation of each member of the team, 4) willing-
ness to perform pro bono recordings for patients 
with low income. As of 2017, 5 epilepsy centers 
are up and running in Cluj, suceava, Oradea, si-
biu and bacau, 2 more centers are underway in 
brasov and Craiova (see map), and courses have 
been held in both 2016 and 2017.
www.epilepsy.ro

George Mark Children’s house, san leandro, 
Ca, usa

the George Mark Children's house is the first 
freestanding pediatric palliative care center in 
the united states. the goal of pediatric pallia-
tive care is to relieve the pain, symptoms and 
stress of illness. the Children's house provides 
family-centered care that emphasizes quality of 
life and wholeness of spirit in a compassionate, 
supportive atmosphere. the George Mark mo-
del is comprehensive and integrative to achieve 
greater well-being and quality of life for both the 
children and their families. the care includes: 1) 
transitional Care - when children are no longer 
benefiting from an acute care hospital, yet they 
are not able to be cared for at home 2) respi-
te Care - when children need high quality medi-
cal care and appropriate activities, and parents 
a break from their non-stop responsibilities at 
home. 3) end of life Care - is provided in a lo-
vely homelike setting where the child's family 
can stay in their own suite and surround them-
selves with the love and support needed during 
a difficult time. George Mark Children's house 

bridges the gap between hospital and home, of-
fering the excellent medical care of a hospital in 
the comfort and warmth of a homelike setting.
www.georgemark.org

bonifaz-haneberg-stiftung for the homeless, 
Munich, Germany

thechosen charity for the concert in Munich, 
22.4.2017, herkulessaal in the residenz, was 
the “bonifaz-haneberg-stiftung” for the home-
less. this organisation is situated in the monas-
tery st. bonifaz from the benedict Monks, in the 
centre of Munich. st. bonifaz was set up in 1835 
by King louis i. and is a collaboration between 
the world famous Monastery Andechs (on the 
lake Ammersee near Munich) and the above Mo-
nastery. they have a long tradition of helping 
poor and homeless people. in 1990 two Munich 
businessmen and a benedict Monk founded the 
charity bonifaz-haneberg, named by the Abbot 
with this name (1854-72). the reason beeing 
also Munich as a prosperous city there are a lot 
of needy people from all over the world. At this 
monastery people are fed, given medical treat-
ment, clothes and able to bath or shower and 
sometimes are given employment. it makes no 
difference what nationality or religion these peo-
ple have, nothing is expected of them. Our lar-
ge donation to this charity was received with a 
great deal of thankfulness by the organisation 
and the people who receive help.
www.haneberg-stiftung.de

The following charities were supported by the WDO in 2016 and 2017
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ChaRiTY PROJECTs

Papageno, mobile hospice for children, salz-
burg, austria

Papageno takes care of children and adolescents 
who are diagnosed with a life-threatening or life-
limiting illness, regardless of course duration or 
chances of recovery. the goal is to provide the 
highest possible quality of life for children with 
life-limiting illnesses and to provide their fami-
lies with comprehensive support. An active and 
comprehensive care must take into account the 
specific physical, emotional, mental, social and 
spiritual needs of the children and their families. 
More than 20 families are cared for each year, 
the largest group of our patients being infants 
and toddlers under the age of three. Affected 
children, adolescents and their families need 
support not only in necessary hospital stays, 
but increasingly in the home, which can provide 
security for all those affected in the particular 
crisis situation.
www.hospiz-sbg.at

Projekt lichtklang, salzburg, austria

Projekt lichtklang is an initiative to give the 
treatment of music therapy to those children 
and adults who cannot afford the financial re-
sources, such as non-insured or refugee peop-
le. the ita-Wegmann therapeutikum linz works 
interdisciplinary with doctors, music and art 
therapists. the Music therapy of the therapeu-
tic Center in linz explores relationships which 
prevail in the music from the anthroposophical 
point of view. the main vehicles for the healing 
process are the instruments.
www.therapeutikum-linz.at/index.php/musik

Fondazione bambini Cardiopatici nel Mondo, 
lugano, switzerland

Created on July 21, 1998, the Fondazione bambi-
ni Cardiopatici nel Mondo is inspired by the valu-
es of swiss tradition for solidarity and addresses 
the needs of children affected with congenital 
heart problems born in poor countries or whe-
re there are inadequate facilities. every year the 
number of cases exceeds 500,000. usually con-
cerning children with serious cases destined, if 
not assisted, for a certain death. the Foundation 
takes action by supporting and operating acti-
vities of so-called “itinerant doctors”: surgeons, 

anaesthetists, resuscitators and cardiologists – 
all volunteers – who freely dedicate their experi-
ence and professionality. the means of interven-
tion are several: spanning from the organization 
and management of surgical interventions ab-
road for operable cases, to directly training lo-
cal personnel in countries needing specialized 
doctors, to the construction of adequate health 
facilities, to furnishing medical, surgical and dia-
gnostic equipment. the funds necessary for the 
realization of these programs come from len-
ding of credit institutions, companies, but abo-
ve all from many private citizens that choose to 
support the efforts of the Foundation.
www.bambinicardiopatici.ch

Fondazione Ticino Cuore, lugano, switzer-
land

the Fondazione ticino Cuore was founded in 
2005 under the initiative of the FCtsA (Canton 
Federation of ticinese Ambulance services) and 
the Cardiocentro ticino and has as its primary 
goal the increase in survival rates of people af-
fected by sudden cardiac arrest. the activities 
of the Foundation are oriented primarily to the 
ticino territory and concentrate mainly on the 
expansion and instruction of basic cardiopulmo-
nary rianimation techniques and the use of the 
appropriate equipment.
www.ticinocuore.ch

Comocuore, Como, italy

Cardiovascular diseases represent the main 
cause of death in our area: the pathologies of the 
cardiovascular apparatus kill more than tumors, 
traffic accidents and all other illnesses. scienti-
fic investigation and the application of new the-
rapeutic techniques allow to reduce damages 
caused by a heart attack and prolong life. 
Prevention is the most effective way to reduce 
the incidence of heart diseases.
With this philosophy, Comocuore (non-profit or-
ganization) was created in 1985, with the ob-
jective of promoting information and preventi-
on in order to reduce mortality due to Coronary 
heart Disease in Como and surroundings. the 
association develops its activity in the field of 
sanitary education and epidemiological research 
to identify patients with high risk of Coronary 
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heart Disease, and suggests and promotes the 
organizing of heart first-aid actions in collabora-
tion with the public facilities of the town. 
each activity is guaranteed and supervised by 
the scientific committee of the association, for-
med by personalities of the medical and admi-
nistration sectors. Comocuore does not receive 
any public financing, but it is supported by the 
contributions of its members and private dona-
tions.
www.comocuore.org

Fundació Oncolliga Girona, spain

the Oncological Foundation of Girona is a non-
profit organisation that was born with the inten-
tion of improving the quality of live for those 
suffering from cancer and their families in the 
province of Girona. As time went by, the organi-
sation has increased its scope and has focused 
on the promoting the health and awareness of 
the society, without forgetting its primary goal: 
responding to the needs that public institutions 
do not provide by facilitating human and materi-
al resources that contribute to making life more 
comfortable for those people who suffer from an 
oncological illness. For this goal there are two 
objectives that define the social programmes 
of the Foundation: 1) improve the quality of life 
for cancer patients and their families. 2) Provide 
the public with healthy habits to help prevent 
cancer. the Oncolliga Foundation works to pro-
vide the best coverage to the municipalities in 
the province of Girona. the organisation has the 
support of 88 delegations and more than 1,500 
volunteers that make it possible for Foundation 
to continue offering free services that benefit 
the entire population. 
www.oncolligagirona.cat

aECC - Catalunya contra el càncer, Girona, 
spain 

the AeCC is a nPO, declared of public interest, 
that has spent 60 years fighting to reduce the 
impact caused by cancer, accompanying the pa-
tients and their families. Made up of volunteers, 
professionals and members, it combines the sy-
nergies of the public and private sectors to fight 
this disease. raising awareness within society 
about the available measure and mechanisms to 
prevent cancer and change its affects: being with 
the patients and their families, offering compa-
nionship and support to reduce their suffering 
and promote and finance high-quality oncologi-
cal research through our scientific Foundation, 
which serves as a bridge between society and 
scientific research.
www.girona.aecc.es

l’institut d'investigació biomèdica de Girona 
(idibGi), Girona, spain 

the idibGi has its origins in the Doctor Josep 
trueta Private Foundation, and was founded in 
July 2005. it is a research centre affiliated with 
the university of Girona (udG) and forms a part 
of the Catalan government’s CerCA programme. 
it was created to develop, manage and promote 
high quality research into biomedical and public 
and community health in the province of Girona. 
everything is done with the aim of promoting the 
application of the knowledge gained into every-
day medicinal practice and responding to health 
problems of the population. today, the activity 
of the more than 300 investigators who make up 
the idibGi makes everyone involved optimistic to 
find solutions to the health problems that affect 
the entire population. 
www.idibgi.org

l’unitat de Recerca en Medicina Oncològica 
Molecular i Translacional de l’institut de in-
vestigació biomédica august Pi i sunyer bio-
medical (iDibaPs), barcelona, spain

the laboratory of Clinical and translational 
Oncology at the barcelona university-Medical 
school is involved in cancer research, mostly in 
two areas: 1) in the involvement of the nervous 
system in the formation and progression of can-
cer and, 2) in the mechanisms of cancer relapse, 
the so called “cell dormancy”: Why cancer cells 
can re-appear in the patient´s body after many 
years of successful treatment?
http://www.idibaps.org/

Grup Àgata, barcelona, spain

Grup Àgata is a Catalan association that was born 
of the need to gather women affected by breast 
cancer and their families. the main objectives 
are to inform, support and offer rehabilitation 
tools for all affected women. Grup Àgata helps 
women with breast cancer to overcome prob-
lems that go beyond the strictly medical field to 
achieve full integration into everyday life. it of-
fers individual and group information and coun-
seling, physical recovery activities, lymphothe-
rapy, Physiotherapy, Psycho-oncology, support 
groups, Mindfulness, Dance therapy, reiki and 
sophrology.
www.grupagata.org

ChaRiTY PROJECTs
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sONiC hEalThCaRE 

Modern and efficient labora-
tory diagnostics support clinical decisions.

sonic healthcare is a stable, long-term oriented 
company which focuses exclusively on medical 
diagnostics and follows the basic principle of 
„Medical leadership“.
excellent medical and analytical quality, com-
prehensive laboratory medical care, outstanding 
service and professional logistics are the gua-
rantors of the successful work of all the labora-
tories of the sonic healthcare group in Germany. 
We offer our referring clinicians a full spectrum 
from the fields of laboratory medicine, micro-
biology, human genetics, transfusion medici-
ne, cytology and hygiene. in order to meet very 
specific needs, doctors in medical practice and 
hospitals have automatic access to all centers 
of competence of the sonic laboratory network 
which today includes 50 clinical laboratories ac-
ross the country. 

Around 7,000 qualified and motivated emplo-
yees, 300 specialist doctors and PhDs and the 
continuous investment in the laboratories of the 
group as well as medical training and professi-
onal development provide sonic healthcare a 
place at the forefront of medicine, science and 
technological development.

inspired by the idea that several doctors use 
their musical skills for a good cause and support 
different aid projects, sonic has been proudly 
supporting the World Doctors Orchestra for six 
years already and is looking forward to an ongo-
ing partnership.  

evangelos 
Kotsopoulos

CeO sonic 
healthcare 

Germany

b. bRauN MElsuNGEN aG

Opening up new Perspectives and 
Creating values through the Arts

supporting culture and the arts is of fundamental 
importance to b. braun. Arts and culture provide 
alternative perspectives and invite the observer 
to become an active participant. As a corporate 
citizen, b. braun supports a variety of social and 
cultural projects around the world. the company 
has particularly close ties with the local commu-
nities of its international locations. 

Knowledge, Regions, and Prospects – these are 
the three pillars on which b. braun’s activities in 
the area of Csr are based. this philosophy is ac-
tively practiced by b. braun’s “family” of 50,000 
employees, distributed over 61 countries, and 
ties in perfectly with the World Doctors Orches-
tra. 

the family-owned b. braun Group and its emplo-
yees have a strong commitment to corporate so-
cial responsibility. this is firmly anchored in the 
Group’s underlying philosophy of “sharing ex-
pertise”: “As a corporate citizen, b. braun strives 
to promote professional exchange among prac-
titioners worldwide, but also to support arts and 
culture. the World Doctors Orchestra combines 
both in a wonderful way,” says Prof. hanns-Peter 
Knaebel, member of the management board. 

since the WDOs’ first concert in 2008, many donors and sponsors have played an important role 
in making each of the extraordinary concerts and activities you see portrayed in this report 

possible. the WDO is very grateful for the loyalty of its generous supporters. 

MaiN CORPORaTE PaRTNERs

G E R M A N Y
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ACtO Manufaktur hamburg, KG
Aedificium, Cluj-napoca
Albalact, romania
Asociatia de Podiatrie, romania
banca transilvania
bbvA CX
Carbochim, Cluj-napoca
Cardiocentro ticino, lugano
Città die lugano
Clinical luganese Moncucco
College of Music, Mahidol university
Collegi de Metges de barcelona
Conservatorio della svizzera italiana
ebs ntt Data Company, romania
esteve, barcelona
exeltis rethinking healthcare
eximtur, romania
Gliga companies s.a. reghin, romania
Groupama - Groupe des Assurances Mutuelles 
Agricoles
Grup transilvae, romania
hiperdia, romania
hipp Werk Georg hipp ohG
hiWomed, Wolfgang hirschvogel Medizintechnik
institut Català de retina, barcelona
Kaiser Permanente Destination Wealth Manage-
ment, usA
Dr. Kauers, Arzt- und Krankenhausbedarf, 
Quickborn

Kiss that Frog, berkeley, CA
Marty restaurants
medac Gesellschaft für klinische spezialpräpara-
te mbh, Wedel
migomed sanitätshaus, Gottinger sanitätshaus 
Gmbh München
Mutual Médica
nikkiso europe Gmbh, langenhagen
nord Conforest, Cluj-napoca
nOrtrust Goessler & hacker Gmbh, hamburg
Optica hispano, badalona
Orthomedical Gmbh
Österreichische Ärztekammer
PharmConnect
Pohlig Gmbh, München
prima-med Gmbh & Co. KG, bordesholm
ràdio estel Catalunya Cristiana
regina Maria healthcare network, romania
rGD Acoustics
sanitätshaus Arnold, Freising
schön Klinik hamburg eilbek
seminari Conciliar de barcelona
skoda
spinelli sa, Massagno
the san Francisco Classic voice
universität Zürich
Wörwag Pharma

OThER CORPORaTE DONORs 2016/2017

PaRTNERs aND DONORs

iNDiviDual DONORs 2016/2017

becker, Marc 
ifflaender, ingrid
Olgemöller, luitgard and bernd
vilsmeier, stefan
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PaRTNERs aND DONORs

in addition to the fact that the participants of the concerts bear all costs for their journey and 
accommodation, their financial support increased with higher donations than in the previous 

years. the musicians’ and their circle of acquaintances’ support enabled the WDO to continue to 
serve the communities of the world. the following list reflects all private donations received from 
January 1, 2016 until December 31, 2017 for WDO e.v. and WDO usA.

DONaTiONs ORChEsTRa MusiCiaNs 2016/2017

Aarrestad, tore høiland
Agarici, eugenia-rozalia
Ahonen, Päivi
Albert, Christian
Albrecht, Friedrich J.
Allef, björn
Allef, reinhild
Amzica, Florin
Ang, Joel
Arthurs, Michael
Asano, Arisa
Ayling, ruth
bagnoud, Anne-Marie
bäßler, Clemens
baur, roland
becker, Julia M.
berchtold-neumann, Martina
bergmann, Karl e.
berkensträter, rebecca
berthold, Anne
berthold, sherwood
birnbacher, lorenz
bishop, Allen t.
blum, nicola
braun-schwerdtfeger, Mischa
breyer, tobias
brinkmann, eckhard
brossmann, Dieter
brüggenjürgen, bernd
brunner, David r.
bues, Martin
burt, sheyna n.
Cadisch, reto F.
Caputo, Janette
Car, Joseph r.
Cave, Michael
Chang, Kim
Chao, li-Wei
Chao, ting
Cheetham, Michiyo
Chen, Jyh-shing
Cheng, Ching-Feng
Cheng, Peter
Chien, yin-hsuan

Chiu, ing-sh
Chmieliauskaite, indre
Cirkel, Jorinde
Cotolan, Mircea
Coym, helga
Crawford, Katrina
Cross, shelley
Csenki, Konrad
Curlin, Monika
Dasilva, thomas
DeMarco, Paul
Dietze, sabine
Dorn, Anton
Dreux, Marie-luise
Dubb, Michelle
Dyson, Carolyn
eisermann, Monika
el-seweifi, Aref
eltermaa, Mall
emmerich, Katharina
erk, susanne
Fahy, Caoimhe
Farcas, Adela s.
Feyrer, richard
Fox, Frederick Joel
Frank, David
Frank, ekkehart u.
Freundt, Miriam i. e.
Fukumoto, Manabu
Gabriel-Dolnik, Judith
Gaiser, ulrike
Gallinet, Didier
Gebhardt, susanne
Gescher, Dorothee M.
Gosnay, richard
Granger, Colin D.
Graul-neumann, luitgard
Grimaldi, barry
Groenning, helene
Grosch, ursina
Grossenbacher-villiger, heidi
Guarda, rubén
hage, uwe
hagen, Olaf

hecke, torsten
heijtmajer, Olga
heusgen, Johannes
hild, Corin
hirsch, stuart e.
hofmann-niebler, Christine
hörmann, henrike
hornberger, Martin
horowitz tabas, Debra l.
hsu, Margaret yu-ning
huang, hsueh-Jen
hughes, brian
hüske, bernd
ishii, Kenji
Jaeger, rupert
Jander, Caron
Jentzen, Peter
Jimenez, rafael
Jontof-hutter, ronald
Kanamori, Keiji
Kao, Ching-hong
Keicher, ursula
Kennedy, Andrew
Kjartansdottir, Olöf Julia
Knapp, rolf
Kolck, ulrich W.
Kovacs, birgit
Kreis, Kerstin
Kries, Anna-Margarete
Kries, norbert
Kruck, Gerhard
Kruck, ina
Kruck, sebastian
Krzymowski, William
Kucher, hans-bernd
Kuong, evelyn
Küster, helmut
laning, raymond
lasius, Dietrich
lass, Jonathan
lee, Charles
lee, Grace
lensebraten, Anna
liang, Jen-Feng
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linke, Wolfgang
lupin, Mark
Mährlein, saskia
Mauri, romano
Mayer-hüning, Carola
McCarthy, Mark
Meissner, Carmen
Miclos, Claudiu
Miles, Jennifer
Miller, Kevin r.
Mochizuki, takao
Molloy, Moya
Murillo Gomez, Fabian
nakano, Masayuki
newman, Peter
nica, remus J.
nica, silvia
niclauss, nadja
niewöhner, reinhold
nitsch, louisa
nonoo-Cohen, Cinderella
nutt, heinz
Ohara, hisako
Ojanguren, isabel
Orsecci, Matilde
Ortigoza, luis e.
Papp, sarah
Parry, Annette
Petek, bojana
Pierini, Giovanni
Pitteloud, vincent
Pittl, sandra
Poirier, vincent

reifenberg, naomi
röckl, Wolfgang
roignot, Patrick
roll, hans
ruggier, romanie
ruiz Munguía, eduardo
salimi, nawid
salmonson, eva Cecilia
samson, Patricia W.
sato, Motoharu
schatz, ulrike
schaub, Cornelia
scheruhn, Dominik
scheuerer, Konrad
schmidt, Melissa
schulz, timm
schumacher, Dieter
schuster, Andreas
schwartz, Daniel s.
schwerdtfeger, ruth
seeliger, barbara
sendler, hans h. th.
shih, yung-yu
sim, valerie
smith, benn
smith, James
soltis, lucia
steiner, Fridolin
stelzer, Johannes
strauss, ronald
ströle, reinhard
takebe, naoko
tarocchi, Angiolo

temmerman, Joan
tenn-lyn, nicole
ubels van noord, Michelle
udriot, blaise
uibel, stefanie
underwood, therese
van buren, Alison
vila, Miquel
voigt, Wibke
Wagner, nicole
Wallace, Dónal
Wang, henry
Warnk, hanne Karen
Wein, Matthias
Westermann, Winfried
Wiegand, Gesa
Wiessner-straßer, Margit
Willa, erwin
Willich, Caroline
Willich, normann
Wittmann, benedikt
Wittschier, elfriede
Wüstenfeld, Julia
yamaguchi, hiroshi
yap, timothy
yung, Jeffrey
Zangger, Pascal
Zangger, Patricia
Zientek, Gisela
Zimmermann, heinz
Zippelius, Karl
Zürcher, Matthias

PaRTNERs aND DONORs

DONaTiONs MEMbERs OF ThE FRiENDs OF WDO 2016/2017

Arnold, heinz
bagnoud, Anne Marie
berchtold-neumann, Martina
brakemeier, susanne
Coym, helga
Dierck, Peter
Feyrer, richard
Frank, ekkehart u.
Fritz, Karl-Wilhelm
hagen, Olaf
heusgen, Johannes
hornberger, Martin

Jaeger, rupert
Jonitz, Günther
Kreis, Kerstin
Kries, Anna-Margarete
Küster, helmut
neumann-redlin von Meding, 
eberhard
Orthomedical Gmbh
Papp, sarah
röhl, Annia
roll, hans
salmonson, eva Cecilia

scheruhn, Dominik
schiffer, silvia
schneeweis, burkhard
stober, Katharina
traulsen, henrik
Wagner, nicole
Willich, Anneliese
Willich, normann
Willich, Petra
Zangger, Patricia and Pascal
Zoeller, Annerose
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WDO is further making history in romania: our organizing partner, the 
lions Club in Cluj, has acquired one of the cellos that were specially 

produced for our concert series in romania by the Gliga factory. this cello 
will be lent for an itinerant exhibition to all our generous sponsors. Also 
to future sponsors. it will be accompanied by a plate summarizing the 
story of this particular cello and the fact that the orchestra having used 
it was the founder of the telemedicine for epilepsy project in romania. 
Would it be a crazy idea to dream, for the future years, of a WDO quartet 
of instruments?

PaRTNERs aND DONORs
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DETERMiNaTiON OF TaxablE iNCOME
(Tax YEaR 2016) OF GERMaN WDO E.v. iNCluDED sERviCEs iN DETail
Total receipts € 77,845

by donations  € 62,751 including donations by sonic healthcare, bürgerstif-
tung Dresden, various donors, and orchestra musi-
cians
funding bei Aventis Foundation, and stiftung sozia-
les & umwelt der Ostsächsischen sparkasse Dresden

by sales € 15,080 ticket sales, CD promotion by sponsors

by interests € 14

Total expenses € 25,787

material expenses 
(goods and external services) € 14,200

recording and production of CD and DvD, rental cost 
for instruments; catering for musicians

social insurance contributions € 49

insurance € 423 orchestra event insurance and umbrella organisation

advertising expenses € 4,898 printing material, representation cost, travel cost 
WDO office

write-offs € 556

various operation costs € 2,537 WDO office, tax accountant, lawyer 

tax payments € 3,124

Donations to charity recipients € 16,931

balance by Dec 31, 2016 € 35,127

WORlD DOCTORs ORChEsTRa usa 
World Doctors Orchestra usA is a 501 c (3) organi-
zation authorized by the irs. statement of Activities 
is available upon request. 

FiNaNCial REPORT 2016
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ORGaNiZaTiON

bOaRD OF TRusTEEs
Maestro Zubin Mehta, honorary Member
the Dowager viscountess rothermere, the lady 
r Foundation
Martin hoffmann, General Manager berliner Phil-
harmoniker
Pamela rosenberg, liz Mohn Foundation
Dr. Günther Jonitz, President of the berlin Medi-
cal Association

iNTERNaTiONal ORChEsTRa 
COMMiTTEE
Dr. Jonathan lass, Cleveland, Oh, usA
Dr. Philip Dodd, Dublin, ireland
Dr. tobias breyer, essen, Germany
Dr. Wibke voigt, Dortmund, Germany
Dr. Ching-hong Kao, taipei, taiwan

MusiCal DiRECTOR
Prof. Dr. stefan Willich is the founder and direc-
tor of the WDO. he studied the violin and cham-
ber music and is the orchestra conductor of the 
stuttgart and berlin theaters. the cardiologist and 
researcher is Professor and Director of the insti-
tute for social Medicine, epidemiology and health 
economics at Charité university hospital in berlin. 
From 2012 to 2014 stefan Willich was President 
of the hanns eisler music conservatory in berlin.

lOCal ORGaNiZERs
local organizing teams are responsible for imple-
menting rehearsals and concerts in each count-
ry, with assistance of WDO management. they 
all work voluntarily to have as much as possible 
profits for each concert go to charity. they are 
supported for each session from local companies, 
foundations and other institutions by sponso-
rings, financial donations and means of donations 
in kind of services (rehearsal rooms, instruments, 
caterings, etc.).

WDO MaNaGEMENT
based in berlin, orchestra manager laura schorcht 
oversees the orchestra’s activities, provides infor-
mation for the local teams regarding organizing 
the concert sessions and manages the partici-
pants.

WDO e.v.
the World Doctors Orchestra is a registered non-
profit association and has tax exempt status in 
Germany (District Court berlin-Charlottenburg, vr 
27873 b).

board of Directors
Prof. Dr. stefan Willich (president)
PD Dr. Anne berghöfer, berlin (financial director)

WDO iNC. 
World Doctors Orchestra, inc., is a 501(c)(3) appro-
ved non-profit corporation in the united states. Con-
tributions to WDO, inc. are recognized by the irs as 
tax deductible as permitted by law. WDO usA was 
founded in 2011 when a group of American mem-
bers of the orchestra realized that for WDO to be 
successful in its mission to promote global health 
through its concerts it must develop sources of sup-
port beyond dependence on ticket sales and local 
support for a single event.

board of Directors
sheyna n. burt, esq. (President)

WDO usa DEvElOPMENT TEaM
Members of the usA development committee have 
made a 5 year commitment and are dedicated to 
expand corporate and foundation support in the 
united states for WDO sessions in the usA.

Members
sheyna n. burt, esq. (chair)
Dr. Fred Albrecht
Dr. Allen bishop
Dr. thomas Dasilva
Dr. stuart hirsch
Dr. birgit Kovacs
Dr. Jonathan lass 
Dr. Jeffrey yung 

FRiENDs OF WDO e.v.
the Association “Friends of World Doctors Or-
chestra” e.v. was successfully founded in June 
2012. the purpose of the nonprofit association 
is to build a financial basis for the WDO in order 
to carry on with the realization of extraordinary 
concert performances. All members of the Asso-
ciation significantly contribute to the success of 
the orchestra, the concerts and the funding of the 
projects. 

everyone can become a member who feels con-
nected to the orchestra and the central theme. 

board members
Prof. Dr. richard Feyrer, president 
Dr. henrik traulsen, treasurer 
Kerstin Kreis, secretary
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FuNDRaisiNG aND DEvElOPMENT

FuNDRaisiNG – a Financing Tool to in-
crease Global access to healthcare

the challenges of charitable development are 
not unique to the World Doctors Orchestra. 
some orchestras are supported by their munici-
pal, state or federal governments, along with ti-
cket sales; others are financially self-supporting 
through ticket sales and philanthropy. WDO has 
the relatively unique additional burden of raising 
funds not simply to support the performance 
of great music, but, more importantly, to raise 
awareness of and support for the tremendous 
work being per-formed by healthcare charities 
around the world. 

the management of the World Doctors Orchest-
ra is based in berlin, but WDO’s reach is global. 
Accordingly, the orchestra cannot rely on local 
sup-port or activities like the sale of discounted 
tickets for a onetime event for its concerts to 
be financially successful. then again, as WDO’s 
core musicians come from almost fifty countries 
around the world, the scale of influence is wide 
and serves as an important source of diverse ta-
lent and potential financial support. these pro-
fessional physicians, connected by the power of 
music to effect change, have provided a signifi-
cant foundation of financial stability for WDO by 
virtue of their enormous contributions of time, 
talent, and financial donations.

the healthcare charities supported by WDO’s 
concerts accomplish very important work. WDO 
is committed to collecting as many donations as 
possible to support their mission. For it to be 

effective though, WDO requires the support of 
individuals and corporate partners to help de-
fray its reasonable operational costs.

WDO is working to rally the support of stake-
holders, new and existing, who share its com-
mitment to making healthcare accessible. this 
includes the need to broaden WDO’s pool of 
contributors: healthcare providers beyond  WDO 
members, pharmaceutical and healthcare device 
companies, foundations, individuals, and media 
outlets. WDO’s development plan will encom-
pass every level of support from individual do-
nations and legacy gifts, to for-profit corporate 
support to foundation grants, to in-kind dona-
tions. With these goals in mind, WDO usA, under 
the presidency of Dr. Jonathan lass, was found-
ed in the united states in 2011, and the associ-
ation Friends of World Doc-tors Orchestra was 
founded in Germany in 2012 by Prof. Dr. Karl e. 
bergmann.

Development success will pay dividends, as 
it will enable WDO even more to bring music 
and financial support not only to those well-
developed communities who have the means 
to support major symphonic concerts, but also 
to under-served populations. the orchestra’s 
performance in the south African township of 
elandsdoorn 2012 is one shining example.

DEvElOPMENT PlaN 

WDO’s Development team: Meaningful support 
for important healthcare Charities and a sustai-
nable Future for WDO

suPPORTiNG ThE iDEa

as a CORPORaTE suPPORTER
you can make a difference to the WDO’s 
ability to grow in the fulfilment of its mis-
sion. As a supporter of the orchestra, you 
can play a tremendous role in the supply 
of medical relief to those in need. Further-
more, your support and association with 
the WDO combined, for example, with in-
ternational exposure at its premiere con-
cert events will highlight your company’s  

dedication to health care as well as the 
arts. by joining WDO in its mission, you can 
feel confident that you are being a force for 
positive good in the world. 

Please contact us at 

office@world-doctors-orchestra.org 

for an individually tailored sponsorship.
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Combining the Pleasure of Fine Music (And Fi-
nancial stewardship!) with Global Medical res-
ponsibility

the Development team of the World Doctors 
Orchestra is focused on helping WDO to bring 
its charitable mission to fruition in a way that 
allows WDO to be a sustainable organization 
long into the future. the team has its gaze 
focused on stewardship – the responsible rai-
sing and management of financial resources – 
so that the WDO can do the maximum amount 
of good. this focus includes the design and 
implementation of a purposeful approach to 
harnessing and leveraging the influence of 
WDO’s participants and artistic reputation.

broadly speaking, the team proposes that 
WDO’s prime directive should be meaningful fi-
nancial support of WDO’s health charity partners 
accomplished by achieving the following:

1. WDO will have a financial infrastructure that 
covers its costs related to operations, gene-
ral marketing and public relations, and a ca-
pitalization fund to cover strategic initiatives 
and risks in reserve.

2. WDO will have fundraising and marketing 
campaigns for WDO generally and sessions 
specifically, nuanced to reflect the realities 
of our current geographic centers in euro-
pe, north America, and Asia as well as future 
centers in south America, Australia, and Af-
rica.

3. WDO, as part of its strategic planning pro-
cess, will address its administrative infra-
structure issues, defining the tasks of the 
various members of the leadership team, 
and its various volunteer committees, and 
making plans to increase and develop the 
WDO’s paid staff in its various geographic 
centers.

4. WDO will make its performances a means 
to an end – supporting healthcare charities 
should be the preemptive purpose of all of 
our efforts.

Making the Most of Your Dedication 
to WDO

the Development team has yet to finish its ana-
lysis and fundraising plans for the short, mid, 
and long term. Once the plan is ready, details 
about it will be forwarded to all of the stakehol-
ders of the WDO. the team expects that this 
plan will mark a coordinated effort by WDO e.v., 
WDO usA, and Friends of WDO e.v. to ensure 
that your donation of time, talent, and treasure 
to this organization will be used in the most ef-
fective and responsible way.

Musically yours,
sheyna burt, esq., the law Office of sheyna ni-
cole burt

as a COMMiTTED iNDiviDual 
support us
by talking! 
• talk to your family, friends, colleagues, 

and circles of influence about the good 
work of WDO.

by attending!
• attend concerts of the World Doctors 

Orchestra on stage or in the audience.
by joining!
• join and encourage others to become 

part of WDO, WDO inc., Friends of WDO 
e.v. and

• take on positions within the 
organization(s), e.g. in the session 
committees

by assisting!
• assist WDO in identifying potential 

sponsors and supporters.
by donating!
• donate to the extend that you are able 

to support WDO’s operational and cha-
ritable endeavors.

FuNDRaisiNG aND DEvElOPMENT
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how can one imagine the ‘operation WDO’? 
– A short look behind the curtain in three 

steps: As the name implies, the World Doctors 
Orchestra is committed to outreach throughout 
the globe. For each session, choosing the chari-
ties to be highlighted, locale, and programming 
is as much art as science.

step 1: Destination and Dates
Decisions about destination and dates are taken 
in due consideration of availability of the physi-
cian/musicians, suggestions by orchestra mem-
bers or charity projects, invitations from spon-
sors or institutions, and strength of operative 
and financial support of partners in the vicinity 
of the suggested destination. Currently, WDO is 
able to run 3 concert sessions per year with an 
average set-up time of 1 - 2 years.

step 2: logistical, Funding, and Pro-
gramming arrangements
the concert venue, rehearsal space, and accom-
modations are identified and booked, necessary 
sponsorships are acquired, and WDO’s Musical 
Director stefan Willich decides on the concert 

program in cooperation with local artists. sub-
sequently invitations are sent out to the pool of 
WDO musicians and stefan Willich choses his fel-
low musicians, resulting in an ensemble of sixty 
to one hundred twenty members. in cooperation 
with the local organizer team, the orchestra ma-
nagement sets about all further organizational 
and content related work including Pr, marke-
ting, ticketing, rehearsal logistics, instrument 
rentals and the distribution of sheet music seve-
ral months prior to the concert session.

step 3: The Gathering
three to four days before the first concert the 
entire orchestra meets for its first group rehear-
sal in the host city. in a mixture of group re-
hearsals and small ensemble sessions coached 
by professional musicians, timing, tempo, inten-
sity, and overall impression are practiced. When 
possible, the final general rehearsal serves as a 
free pre-concert for patients in a local hospital. 
Finally, the ‘big day’ is there and years of prepa-
ration and hard work culminate in the session’s 
concerts.

MakiNG WDO
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MusiCiaN MEDiCiNE

Many participants of the World Doctors Or-
chestra individually provide specialist 

healthcare to professional musicians as well as 
to other professionals 
in the performing arts. 
in addition, other mem-
bers are involved in re-
search in this specialist 
medical field. this is 
something that would 
be expected given the 
unique perspective that 
members of the Orches-
tra have in providing 
healthcare to this pati-
ent group.

since the foundation of 
the Orchestra in 2007, 
a number of partici-
pants have expressed 
the view that the or-
chestra should support 
initiatives that assist 
professional musicians 
in accessing expert spe-
cialist medical care in 
the treatment of their 
occupational illnesses 
or injuries, and that the 
Orchestra should take 
advantage of its unique 
position as a group of 
professionals that can 
contribute to the de-
velopment of new, evi-
dence based treatment 
approaches. 

the Orchestra has the 
potential to bring to-
gether medical profes-
sionals working in this 
relatively new and deve-
loping specialist area of medical care, with clear 
potential to facilitate professional development, 
patient access and education. lin-king with re-

levant professional groups around the world 
would seem the next step.
in 2012, the Orchestra carried out a review of re-

levant information sour-
ces and representative 
professional groups, 
and has developed a 
specific webpage on the 
WDO website with links 
to these resources. this 
online resource is upda-
ted regularly, and the 
membership is welcome 
to suggest further ap-
propriate links. links to 
professional journals, 
international resource 
organizations, as well 
as international aca-
demic and therapeutic 
groups are available on 
the website. 

in 2012, the Orchestra 
held a seminar for mem-
bers on therapeutic and 
research challenges in 
treating occupationally 
related injuries for musi-
cians. this seminar took 
place during rehearsals 
for the berlin concert 
project that year, and 
similar seminars are 
planned in future, with 
local physicians during 
concert projects around 
the world.

broader plans for the 
Orchestra in this area of 
work include developing 
partnerships in educa-
tion and treatment with 

relevant not-for-profit groups, to develop access 
and best practice.

Medical care for Professional Musicians - 
a developing interest for the World Doctors Orchestra

"What music and 
medicine have in 

common? The fun-
dament is perfect 
technique, preci-
sion, and a lot of 

skill and knowledge 
– all of which can 
only be achieved 

by endless hours of 
practice and with 
underlying talent. 

But neither can tru-
ly LIVE and speak 

to the people  
without passion/

compassion,
emotion/empathy."

ulrike schatz
endocrinologist & violinist
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RECORDiNGs

DvDs and CDs of concerts live recordings are available in ex-
cellent quality. they are great memento and make a perfect 

present. every player of the concerts receives one free DvD auto-
matically. 

if you would like to convince yourself or your company about the 
high musical level of the World Doctors Orchestra, please visit 
www.world-doctors-orchestra.org for free samples. 
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auDiO aND viDEO MasTERiNG

Martin schlaud, MD, PhD is a medical doc-
tor and an associate professor of epi-

demiology at the robert Koch institute (rKi) 
in berlin. the rKi is the German equivalent 
to the CDC. Martin is a committed acade-
mic lecturer in descriptive and analytic epi-
demiology at several medical schools and 
schools of public health in Germany. he is a 
member of various national and internatio-
nal scientific societies.
Martin schlaud became the audio mastering 
engineer of the WDO in 2009 and produ-
ces finest sounding CD albums and DvD 
sounds from concert recordings since then. 
Martin’s musical career started as a child 
when he learned to play the piano and, so-
mewhat later, also the pipe organ. he was 
attracted to his father’s reel-to-reel magne-
tic tape recorder and soon started produ-
cing his own recordings. by the age of 18 
he owned two professional multi-track tape 
machines, four microphones, two audio mixers and an octave-band graphic equalizer, and seriously 
considered studying audio engineering. eventually he decided to study medicine and became a resear-
cher, but he continued his part-time activities in audio recording and processing. Over the years, he 
participated in numerous workshops offered by studio professionals and took courses in audio maste-
ring with Jonathan Wyner at the prestigious berklee College of Music (boston). in his fully digital studio 
he is able to optimize any audio recording by assiduously applying his musical talent, accurate ear, 
and technical skills. Martin’s professional audio mastering has a special focus on acoustical music (i.e., 
symphony and chamber orchestras, jazz combos, solo instruments, and vocal music). he is a member 
of the German tonmeister Association (vDt).

Martin schlaud, audio Mixing and Mastering

Matthias Füg is a freelance came-
raman and cutter, and has been 

taking care of the DvD productions 
of the World Doctors Orchestra since 
2015. this includes video editing, 
colour correction, structuring and 
navigation of DvD menus, as well as 
adding graphics and text. in 2010, 
Matthias received his Diploma of 
Digital Film and Animation at the 
school of Audio engineering (sAe) 
in Cologne, where he was hired as a 
supervisor. Among other things, his 
activities included the supervision of 
film students, the maintenance of ca-
mera, lighting and audio equipment, 
as well as administrative tasks. in the 
meantime he started freelancing and produced various internet formats and music videos, including 
for the national youth Jazz Orchestra (buJazzO). Meanwhile, Matthias works mainly as a freelance edi-
tor for various production companies in the Cologne area.

Matthias Füg, video Editing and Mastering
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baNk aCCOuNTs aND CONTaCT

baNk aCCOuNTs 

World Doctors Orchestra e.v., Germany 
Dt. Apotheker- und Ärztebank 
ibAn: De52 3006 0601 0007 2947 86 
biC: DAAeDeDD 

World Doctors Orchestra usA (Wire transfer within u.s.)
Access national bank, 1800 robert Fulton Drive, reston, vA 
20191 
AbA #: 056009039 
beneficiary account: World Doctors Orchestra, inc. 
beneficiary address: 9415 West street, Manassas, vA 20110 
Account number: 2935922 
 
World Doctors Orchestra usA (Wire transfer from foreign 
banks) 
FielD 56A interMeDiAry institutiOn: 
Pacific Coast bankers‘ bank, bank Address: san Francisco, CA 
94104 
sWiFt CODe: PCbbus66, AbA number: 121042484 
FielD 57D ACCOunt With: 
Access national bank, bank Address: 1800 robert Fulton Dr., 
ste 310, reston, vA 20191 
Account number: 056009039 
FielD 59 beneFiCiAry CustOMer: 
name: World Doctors Orchestra, inc. 
Address (line 1): 9415 West 
street Address (line 2): Manassas, vA 20110 
Account number: 293592

WEbsiTEs 

www.world-doctors-orchestra.org
www.wdousa.org
www.facebook.com/world.doctors.orchestra

CONTaCT

laura schorcht
WDO Orchestra Manager
office@world-doctors-orchestra.org



For more information visit 
www.world-doctors-orchestra.org

www.wdousa.org


